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HAKIM BEY

The Boreal Crown And The Downfall Of Civilization
A Festival Of Light
In I 808 the illuminated theolist and "Ut .
. . ,,
the first fully-realized and consc·
1
1op1an Soc1ahst Charles Foulier launched
publishing his Theory of the F iouMs y revo uti_ona:ry attack on CMLIZATION by
th
our ovements m France No one noti d
an anyone noticed the books of William Blak h
.
.
ce -any more
comparable to Foulier. In this brief t
e, t e only thinker of the era
brilliant utopian system of society, w~~:~;:~~1 attempt a full report on Founer's
recall that his programme involved the re or
. ~ONY. But we should at least
groups, called Phal
.. - g~IZatwn of human life into large
according to shareda;;:~i=~~od inF S~Iiesp according to ..Attraction"-that is,
. .
·
r ouner assion was the sole
'bl
. .
pnnc1ple for utopian life In brief- if ev
,
f
poss1 e organizmg
desire, all reason for social disco~d wo:fuo;:ru~~eSree ~tyWa);s to do exactly as they
spiritual, erotic-can
1 b
. .
.
· carci O any good-matelial,
N t
.
" on y e superficially imposed on society by CMLIZATION £
a ure 1s naturally generous." Marriage
rty
.
, or
alienation, violence, boredom-these civiiJ;;e .. "':1'ork, mo~ality, loneliness,
of a system which benefits a few at th
m1s;nes constitute the perverse results
the health of Earth he rse.
If
e expense O th e many, and at the expense of
Founer believed not only that h
object (i.e.• Terrestrial Harmony) bu ~ s :e ~ desiring subjects of a desirable
bodies (planets stars etc ) are
so at. e Earth and all other celestial
attraction" that holds' the ·univer s~ /~g~enbent, desiring beings. The "force of
Erotic desire organizes not only : s _oge er can only be desclibed as Passion.
macrocosm (e.g., our solars stem e_m1crocosm of human society but also the
gratified desire," as Blake w1uld s!; a mandala of Harmony-the "Lineaments of
Thus everything, quite literally eve:ryth·
·
Harmony we shall work only at that whichmg,/\~oved sol:ly by erotic attraction. In
to choose "Attractive Labor" and .
h sa is ies a Passion-and we shall be free
Harmonian economics will replacesthmc~ll ui:riansfare inherently passionate beings,
o. scarcity
e 1 us10n
a b un d ance. Everyone will be "Iich,, Eve
o
. with the rea1·ty
I
o f supergourmet (but the food will be health b ry ne ~11 :at like an 18th century French
Harmonian science of Gastroso h y ecause it will be prepared according to the
minimum" of
t· 1
P_ y)-and everyone will enjoy at least a "utopian
ero 1c p easure. This immen • t
if'
.
.
soon produce beneficial mutations even
ication ~f animal/animate life will
few hours of sleep per night we shall g
t 11
an body.-we shall need only a
•h h
~ow a er and more beautiful, and within a
few generations we shall
eac
ave a tall with an extra "h d" t th
eye in the palm of the hand. Moreover
.
.
an a
e tip, and an extra
to something like lemonade. Most of
c:mate wi~l change and the seas will turn
and its endless eons, but almost immediat;I anges will occur n~t through evolution
soon as we abandon CMLIZATION d . ~· spontaneously, virtually overnight-as
an institute HARMONY in its stead
0 ne reason why these chang
.11
•
that Civilization has literally kno::: E~~r s~ r~~idly can be_ ~xpl~ined by the fact
Normally, since stars and planets are se
ou. o its true p~s1tion in the cosmos.
Their sex organs-so to s eak
. xual beings , th ey eilJoy sexual intercourse.
"aromal rays"). celestial b~die;co1_1s1;~f great cosmic rays (which Fourier calls
experience the· bliss and fertiliz?roJec
ese rays ~t one another and thereby
4 also possessed an
1
mg potency of erotic contact. In former times Earth
aroma ray and enjoyed its benefits-which man_ifested in the

ai ~. .

o:~~:::n

lli::

peace and plenty, gender harmony and sexual freedom of the hunting/gathering (or
gardening) economy of the Old Stone Age. But Civilization disrupted the aroma! ray.
Earth lost its orgasmic potential. As Wilhelm Reich would put it. Earth was cut off
from the cosmic source of orgone energy; Civilization equals sexual repression and
erotic scarcity.
Now clearly, if human society were to overcome the malign local effect of civiliza
tion and institute the Harmonia! Era, our planet would at once recover its cosmic
sexuality and its aromal ray. Immediately Earth would be bathed again in the per
fume or illumination or jizm of the stars. Revivifying effects would begin to appear
almost at once, and the initial efforts of the first Harmonians would be rewarded a
thousand-fold through the vast new reservoirs of cosmic energy now available via
Earth's aroma! ray.
In Theory of the Four Movements Fourier also revealed that Earth's aromal ray
or rather its shattered fragments and dispersed remnants-can still be seen in the
polar aurorae. The Northern and Southern Lights (Aurora Borealis and Australis)
resemble torn curtains of light. No wonder! At one time they constituted coherent
rays of brilliant color and scent which penetrated the yoni of the aether like an infi
nite lingam, and served as the pathway and vaginal gate for the infusion of subtle
illumination-juices from everywhere in the multiverse. [Incidentally, this theory could
be used to suggest that UFO's are not extraterrestrial but consist in fact of local
manifestations of "deadly orgone," just as Reich feared.]
Now it has occurred to us that if the downfall of Civilization and the establish
ment of Harmony would result in the restoration of the "Boreal Crown" (as Fourier
called it) to full coherence, then perhaps the opposite might also prove true. THE
RESTORATION OF THE BOREAL CROWN MIGHT RESULT IN THE DOWNFALL OF
CMLIZATION AND THE TRIUMPH OF HARMONY.
We believe it's worth trying. But the big question facing us is-obviously-how?
How does one go about repailing the Aurora Borealis?! If we knew the answer to this
question we'd simply go and do it. The purpose of this text is to share our findings so
far and to propose a framework for future research and action. We are convinced that
this project will necessarily involve a certain amount of coordinated action by a great
many people. We envision participation at many levels. Moreover, we have no inten
tion of acting as the center of this participation. We prefer to remain anonymous, and
it is possible that our specific actions will be carried out more-or-less clandestinely.
We will publish no address; so if you want to share ideas with us please send texts to
the publication in which this communique appears-or else find out who we are by
word of mouth and contact us directly.
So far we have arrived at the following understanding. The polar aurorae are
connected in some way with the magnetic poles rather than the geographic poles.
The North Magnetic Pole is currently the more accessible of the two, since it is mov
ing very slowly across northern Canada. As of this writing it is near Bathurst Island.
The latitude of peak auroral activity is actually described by an oval ring whose cen
ter is a few degrees off the magnetic pole in the direction of midnight. The lights glow
most intensely during magnetic storms, caused by an increase in the solar wind
interacting with Earth's magnetic field. At such times the auroral oval grows both
southward and toward the pole. The greatest auroral activity occurs at the peaks of
the eleven year sun-spot cycle, one of which, unfortunately, has just passed in the
last year or two. It should be possible, nonetheless, to determine certain times and
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places at which our chances of acting on the Boreal Crown would be optimal. For
example, if we determined that our action should take place at the magnetic pole, we
could calculate a time when weather conditions and geomagnetic activity would
coincide to offer a maximal "Window of opportunity." If we decided that our actions
should occur within the auroral oval, then a different set of space/time parameters
would come into play.
Besides the questions of time and place we also face the question of effective
action. At present we believe that we should consider the probable necessity of
installing one or more "aroma! devices" at one or more key points connected with
auroral/magnetic activity. These aromal devices should be considered "machines" for
the repair and restoration of the Boreal Crown. At present we remain uncertain about
the design of such devices; but we intend to build at least one, and install it at the
chosen time and place. We hope that other groups and individuals will work on their
own theories and also produce such devices. Then, when a time and place have been
determined, we will make this information publicly known. We will proceed to cany
out an expedition, let's say, to the Magnetic North Pole, timed to arrive at a certain
day or period of days. We hope that others will launch their own simultaneous
expeditions and that we will all rendevous at the appointed moment and location.
There and then we will carry out all our planned installations, actions, rituals, etc.,
together, in the context of a FESTIVAL.
Obviously, a certain element of psychic technology enters into this project-and it
is precisely on the psychic or "astral" level that many may wish to participate in the
action. Energy can be added to the activities of the Arctic expeditions (and to the
actual installations or aroma! devices) by the thought projections and sympathetic
actions of supporters and well-wishers all over the globe. We consider the possibility
of a GENERAL STRIKE on the day of the festival, as a vital component of the
operation. Everyone who cannot be With us at the installation site can cany out some
symbolic and/or material action against Civilization, against Work, against
oppression, boredom and alienation. This might consist of nothing more than
wearing a symbol of the Festival (button, badge, flower, color, scent, etc.). Some
participants might simply wish to take a day off work and loll around, thinking about
the Northern Lights. Groups might want to organize actual strikes or demonstrations
against the miseries of Civilization, and in favor of Attractive Labor and the Utopian
Minimum. Artists and creative groups might erect sympathetic installations or
perform supportive rituals, wherever they may happen to be at the appointed hour.
Our project at present calls for the further refinement of all these ideas, and for
their widest possible dissemination. These tasks are perhaps best carried out by
many groups and individuals simultaneously and more-or-less anonymously, so that
the best ideas and images will have a chance to circulate by word of mouth and by
various informal networks. In this way they will have a chance to take on a life of
their own and to circulate under their own power, so to speak, in a natural, organic
manner. In order to succeed, this Festival and General Strike needs to belong to
everyone and anyone. Already this text is the product of a group-a group that
believes that its ideas Will sink or soar solely according to the degree of attraction
they radiate. The one central idea of the project is the restoration of the Boreal Crown
to its primordial coherence as Earth's aromal ray; around this center the event must
come into being spontaneously, like the mandala of a snowflake, like a true holiday,
6 like an uprising. The event, therefore, must create itself. We might, however,
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f the aromal device or machine for repairspeculate in more det_ail about o;:-\;s;;;~a~ been touched on, and we expect the full
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HAFIZ

poems from The

Divan

from In Wineseller's Street
Versions by Thomas Rain Crowe
#4

#5

0 pilgrim, come and look into the mirror of this glass of Winer

Wake up Winebringer! And pour me a glass of wine.
Throw dust on the head of this sad earth man.

Pick u~ your net: the Pure Bird can never be caught.
There 1s nothing in this cage but Wind.

I've taken off my snazzy blue coat and bare-chested
I clutch this full cup.

Live for the moment! When the water in the lake dried up
Even Adam left the Garden of Safe Joy.

Even though the rich or the politicians call us "trash,"
To us their blue blood or fame means nothing.

At ~e Mardi Gras of Life, have one or two cups of Wine, then leave.
Don t hang around waiting for an enlightened drunk!

Give me more wine! All their dust blowing around in the wind of pride
And desire is as worthless as a hole.

Say to your heart: "My youth is gone."

E~::ough you have picked no roses, use your old head skillfully, then do the right

The smoke from my burning heart
Gags all those with ignorance as their goal.

The puritan know-it-all never sees the drunkard
Or secrets hidden behind the veil.

My mad heart has a secret
That no one knows.

0 Wise One, those of us who sit all day on your threshold have more
than earned our pay.
For service rendered, to pay your slaves in pity is o.k.
When I handed the reins of my heart to you,
I gave up forever any hope of becoming anything other than a horse.
0 student of the cup of Hafiz: drink and then go like the Wind
To the Master and tell him the sto:ry of this great Wine!

The Beloved has stolen even the sweet solitude from my heart,
And I am content.
No one who has ever laid eyes on this silver-limbed Cypress,
Would ever go looking in the woods for a cypress again.
"Hafiz," the voice of inner wine will say,
..
"Be careful what you ask for, you may just get what you want!
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KEN WAINIO

#7

Invocation For Lorca

The rose speaks to the nightingale and says:
"It is time again for Youth to come into the garden."

Come again where your life was spent
in a cemetery of lost guitars. Your
ears pierced with bullet hol~s
hear us play in the paper air

0 wind, take this message to children playing in the fields,
To the cypress, basil and the rose.
And if the Wineseller's apprentice is an admirable child,
I will sweep the dust from the Winehouse door with my eyelashes.
0 moonsweep, don't brush my mind clean of this ecstasy!

Those that turn their noses up at drunkards in the name of religion
In the end will end up in the same place.
Best to befriend a Man of God, for even in Noah's Ark
Not even the humble dust was turned to mud as the water rose.
Instead, say to the man who sleeps in the street at night:
"What use are skyscrapers, that reach up to touch the sky?

i with your old-fashioned blood lamp
Come aga n
C
•th grave clothes
to light our rare wayh. ome Wlhound dog reflections
worn to an indigo s een, our
in dug-up light bulbs
again along the obsolete storm drain
C
ome
. h us k a glow . Your ears
with your plugged-m
.
.th thunder ' your carcass
purnngwi
tattooed with rainbows
again below the wine of rides
C
ome
and hanging gardens. Be1ow the sorrows
.
of creek beds the echo of your vmce
shows us where to go

Let's leave this earth-house and stop liVing by bread alone.
This meal without wine is worse than death."
0 man of Canaan, the throne of Egypt is yours!
It's time to say good-bye to this prison.
Time to let down your musky hair!
For not even a word of the Secrets of Being will you understand,
Looking only into the eyes of what is possible.
Freedom and contentment are treasures
That the sultan or the king will never own.
Hafiz says: don't make the Koran a trap for ignorance.
Go out and drink wine. Get drunk and be happy and laugh
at those who live in this cage.

Note-Hafiz was a 14th Cent. Sufi mystic of Islam and Perfect Master. The spontaneous recitations of
Hafiz (while performing the dervish dance) were written down by his students and passed down
through the centuries. -ed.
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ANGUS MACLISE

Or Else

The matter isn't it Case in point
Object under
Scrutiny To be
Glistening throughout. some kind
Of: have it broken down by:

I Will call back the Huns -& the light Will
rage into my eyes.

-(mysteries over
Then and there as I
passed on the way it came to me
how all of our
kind, questing,
need no other sorely at all
moments to joy in in the clear) uncertainty,
loving it With a Will, Willing it to be
Being none too
as it is, will thus Be
it known To all the House:
You'll never know what hit you- stunned
under peculiar devastating jolts, under
light's roaring panic seizures, throes Aghast
...and when you make your way
to where your place was, be not
Alarmed over
the unclean & tricky little pranks of the
ENTIIY
-DOWN WITH THE ENTITY-He's copped all the bliss-music
...You were glowmg on the Tree

till the last Gaspbelonging
Thing of mine
It's no
archaic System, almoSt
Stone
Age (Singspace; yes till
I know
where to set this
Onepart
Down so
.
as I won't need no constant Meetings
to the Magic
wood I want to
set this One apart
Track
Down so
all of its
emotional litters gasp
belonging
to me Silken
Its Deep moan
I'll be with you It's no
archaic System:
I want to Believe
My urging pastures
reviving delicate
thresholds Revving Up
And away
OVERSPACE OF
The bliss-attics giving us no room
next here w / o a hard time
Along my sun-tracks of casual
Thrived
till the last
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Shudders
Huge With its
Glistening
Where is it
Heart huge with
Afterlight
shudders
Huge With its
Glistening
Tremors of minstrelsy

The freaky pulse of non-entity its
grief in our
amazed palm shrinking too rapidly
- locking arms with our
embodied dismay bristling &
drooling with your
powers buzzing
in myriad clouds & beams emanating
from the seething
electric cruelty of your brain Your brain that is
like a mirror held
With unfeeling hands impatient With the
eternally unsatisfied
lusts of vast deity Without end

From Beyond where the
Great Light prepares its
subtle pervasive
radiance- inbetween
the great bursts of sinister Blackout
are its brief glowing rays-shrieks of lesser
angels calling thru
every intervening barrier put up
and maintained by the astonished
center of our inner man
-jangle of their need,
creaking buzz-tone, to turn off
onto forested path leading
Elsewhere-

-Surfacing with all arterial code intact
-Gave out broadcast of the Human Hour

I couldn't reach the fleeing demonic figure,
bright spired darkness
crashing w/in the circles out from
the sharp currents & mounds
all of their karma in swirling
clouds large with self and nightmassive wings flutter, pause, & then flutter on
surprising shocks of being there

-Announcements of the rewards awaiting
metaphysical courage under the face of the Eternal-

-And now
heads for the Vacant Seat and the offices
of the Executor

-I woke and walked in a straight
tangent to the pets
of the Executor- all the
crushing emblems
of the Almighty arrayed before
the Reviewing Board-
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He was lying on black lawns
strewn dimly
with the orchids
sustained by my insane mind
Oh it crows
mysteriously With a total crowing, towards
the unlimited
ceilings of THERE, WE ARE THERE

the 5th Sequence of
the book "Or Else ..
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JEAN-MARK SENS
CHARLES HENRI FORD

Hands
Personae
Si Mis Manos Pudieran Deshojar

F. G. Lorca
My burgeoning hands fluster small clusters of anemone,
peel petals to red new skin.
There is something inside bulging my fingers
not a fungi or a rash t.he doctor said.
At night, seas swerve in my fing
swelling blood lings around th joints. They wake up
blunt and numb, amber tinged of ro e tea
around my nails, tallow thickening
and flaring raw at the edges.
Touching has become a second sense
opaque like mica between my fingers and objects.
I imagine feeling things as they used to be.
Always the betrayal of my skin gloved in thick leather
disinforming the touch of a page.
A fork feels remote, I puddle an oar in my bowl,
warm and cold water passes over my hands, estranged.
Memory recovers the lost distance between them:
familiar touch of a brass knob,
tactile orientation of holding a glass, full or empty.
Bit by bit new fingers will emerge,
sheathed off their old parched garments,
skin peels, shaves off to a thin pink:
cruel to be edged to the flesh.
Shedding off my hands wriggle:
what quick alphabet a snake would leave in the sand.

Before Dali left
For Paris he and Lorca
Rattled the bedsprings
While Marlene and
.
Gertrude were likewise rattling
What was Alice doing
Though Andy created
No images he maybe
Embellished some
That Brillo box there
Is it the real thing no it's
Andy's foolish toy
Ole Ez weathered the
Storm his any old port the
Psychiatric Ward
No dummy for
Nostalgia Djuna took it
And then she left it
Duchamp playing with
Surprises and disguises
He never grew up
'When I was fucking
My wife last night I thought of
Johnny' he told me
Unanswered question
Was Marcel Duchamp hung?
Ask Rrose Selavy
On the prep school
Campus there was one camp called
Himself Theda Bara
If you can't recall
,
.
John's last name don t go into
A rage Cage Cage Cage
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Picasso Cocteau
Man Ray Giacometti.••
Paris was A Woman?
19

JOSEPH S

Were you a tomboy
Maiy Lynn? I know Annie
Was-she got her gun
This funny thing called
EXistence Peggy squeezed all
She could out. of it
'It went in?' I a ked
Al: 'He didn't a k mer'

AMPLEFORTH

my left hand is rimbaud
inmyn·ght hand is a box of tears
look

i want to say
opening the box
when we are alone
(and we are
(alone

'It's never too late' I said
If your face looked like
Clint Eastwood's what would you do
About it? Nothing

Indra's going to
Brooklyn for a haircut-'Bring
Me back oneJ' I beg
W. C. Fields: 'Whoever

Hates dogs and children
Can't be all bad'-skoalf
Dali made the unReal real Pablo rendered
Reality unreal
Overcrowded
Professor Dali's class in
Elegant Scatology
You can go live in
A house by the side of the
Road-shelter some trade
Mina Loy (WaVing
Vinegar bottle) 'Did you
Have a night of love?'
You must have been a
Beautiful baby but I'll
Take you as you are

but my 1eft hand is rimbaud
and has traveled far away
the box is leaking
the town is flooding
• h 0 rse heads
clouds lower therr
curious to see
from where the rain comes
and we are lost from one another
in that fog
i walk to where crying is
hoping to find you
but it is my left hand
curled in a child's t.oy boat
cramped and crying
1 ft hand is rimbaud
my
e
yself
i am sa1·1m·g away from m

inmyn·ght hand is a box of tears
i cannot open

I'm not asking 'Are
There any more at home like
You?'-one is enough

20
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JOHN LANE

'f.oHE_INFORMATION PRESIDENCY·
oking Back at Iran/Contra, 1987 .
In the fihn Brazil th
Office of Informatio~ ~ story builds around a bit of wro
.
one of a million form
s a fly, which falls into a P . t ng information. A worker in th
Tuttle' bad debt to t!:i·e
b~comes Buttle. The ~i~e:tP:ts_ a B instead of a T o !
In Braza the guilty Tu ce o Information.
u e is hauled off for a
duct Rambo the ou·
ttle, played by Robert De Nir .
repaired for the help~:::t::;;:f the ~uture. The duct w~~~s ::egade duct r pairman, a
ruy without the need of fo
rywhere. Tuttle k eps it
knows the ducts. The
Information Ag
y make sense to him Tuttl .
nns or even spare parts H
e, and its Departm
.
e is a man at I
. e
channels-he fixes thin
ent of Information Tuttl -d - arge, at odds with the
Inli The
ormation Pre!de~~ ~J?Jls back into the longeni;:
thrm.1gh proper
ormation, there is
b
.
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"Just the facts, ma'm," Jack Webb, on "Dragnet."
"Just the information, ma'm; just the quantitative measure of communicative
exchanges."
The Information prophet, Marshall McLuhan, told us in the 60's, near the beginning
of the Information Age, that "the medium is the message and... all media work us over
completely." McLuhan saw the new electronic media as a powerful positive force, which
would lead to "the global village" where we would all, once again, be concerned for, and
in contact with, the Tuttles, even the Tuttles across the ocean.
In the Global Village the Tuttles of the tribe would feel no need to work at night, and
Buttle would never suffer, done in by a fly. One Tuttle. One Buttle. 1\vo 1Vs. Two votes.
Instant democracy.
But instead of democracy in the Global village, we have, in the City of Information,
"exchanges," an endless network of ductwork. An exchange relayed to me by a friend
during the crisis of the Information Presidency: "I went to buy a drill at the Sears store.
The switch was bad, stuck on reverse. This guy in hardware looked at it, checked the
serial number and said, 'It's more costly to repair than replace.' 'I want to buy the kind I
can repair,' I replied. He sold me the drill, and I went to the service counter to see what
replacement parts I could get. The woman looked up my new drill on microfiche and said
'all you can buy for it is a new chock and key.' That's all? 'That's it.' So even if a man has
the intelligence to fix his drill, Sears won't sell him the parts."
The liberation of the Information Age. Today, the paper reports that Penney's is
starting its own 1V network. 25 years ago, Marshall McLuhan believed 1V would be the
great liberator of post-Gutenberg man. The 1V is on in the next room. The radio in this
one. A sound quilt of "Stardust Ball Room" and Pat Sajack. Pat introduces the three
contestants, tells a little about the two women and the man. "So Dave, you're a
Philosophy professor from the Air Force Academy?" Pat says to a Dave in his blue
uniform. Dave spins the Wheel of Fortune. A few spins later Dave finally says, ''I'm ready
to solve the puzzle, Pat." "Take two aspirin and call me in the morning," the Philosopher
reads slowly off the big board.
Information insight: When Gutenberg man watches "Wheel of Fortune" he laughs in
all the wrong places.
With the electronic revolution, the 1V liberation, McLuhan foresaw the closing of the
circle: the return of the ceremonial fire. Members of the new tribe would gaze into the 1V.
They would see and hear just as our Paleolithic ancestors had: words and images would
give them, at best, social context, education, connections, and entertainment; and at
worst, noise and color to numb them from the mysteries of the world.
McLuhan would say that if there is a message to the Information Presidency, it is the
Presidency itself. The Presidency is the information.
Ronald Reagan and Pat Sajack, the Information Men. Vanna White, the Information
Woman. In the background, Pat jokes with the Philosophy professor and then spins the
Wheel of Fortune. The professor is ready to solve a second puzzle: "Pat, I think it's 'we
will have all the facts."
This year, Vanna White will wear 520 different outfits on "Wheel of Fortune," numbing
us from the distant world. For our ancestors, shape-shifting, the changing of forms, was
a common occurrence around the ceremonial fire, but in the Information Age the

transition has lost its mystecy.

TULi KUPFERBERG

This song is dedicated to the Passers of the Welfare Reform Bill

URANUS
tune: Aquarius

When the Stools are in the Gingrich House
And Senators align With Mars
Then Greed Will guide our country
Pure Ego steer our Pol-Stars.

This is the Sundown of the Age of Uranus
The Age of Uranus,
Uranus, Uranus

This is the dawning of the Age of Uranus
The Age of Uranus
Uranus, Uranus

Let the Moonshine
Let the Moonshine
Let the Moonshine
Let the Moonshine in!

Simony, misunderstanding
Cruelty, sad lusts abounding
Lots more lying and derision
Golden parachutes their vision
Mystic racist fulmination
Nation-soul in constipation.
Uranus, Uranus
When the Pricks are in the Clintrich House
And Congressmen are paged With bribes
Then Idiots Will damn our destiny
And Shits Will ruin our lives.
This is the dawning of the Age of Uranus
The Age of Uranus
Uranus, Uranus
Conspiracy and underhandling
Media control astounding
Circuses With bread omission
Downsize lives Without contrition.
Uranus, Uranus
Now the Ghouls are in the Masters House
And Murderers kill us en masse
Now the Rich they Rule the Planet
And Wipeout the Underclass.
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C10 CORMAN

SHADOWS
COSMICAL
We were not
intended
to under

There couldntve been
a reason for this - for it
clearly makes no sense.

stand but to
be under
taken for

**

what we are.
What am I
**

to do with
you? What have
I to do

THE
PLATE

with you? Is
it simply

I saw number one

to be with?

the other day - only an
other taxi-cab.

***

**

You don't give a fart
for any of this? The u
sual thanks I get.

**
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0OHN BRANDI

October, Hiking La Luz Trail
-for Robert Winson
Not much light today, Robert
as we hike between cinnamon cliffs
& tortoise shell cracks of pressurized stone
not much sparkle to the hu e ro k tumbl d
into the deep belly of th ravin
no talk, only swirling leave
amid windy irid sc nee
& snapping trees
A few days ago
hilting in deep woods with my lover
we met a hermit in the conifers
By his smoky odor & huge stitched-together
ball of a pack, mangy hair & whirling eyes
we imagined he'd been traveling forever
in these mountains, seen the shifting skin
of rock & water, the human arrival
a change in the pondering gods
Now he'd come through -from the otherside
body silenced, not tangled up in things
his bundle filled with sayings from the immortals
wisdom gained from sacred plants
harvested along the misty edge
I wonder had we stopped him
if he could have given a formula
to bring you back, or would he have screamed
"bring him back? what weight, what foolish act!"
for surely your step is lighter now
the curtain opened to a realm quite opposite our
blue cliffs
red sky
yellow trees green sun

My dreams of course are folly
that perhaps we'd meet
in a thin splinter of light, sit laughingly
mind high, bodies relieved
of the world's weight
Perhaps jeweled things would shine endlessly
-a realm without sorrow or decay
& the pure lotus would bloom
free from regret & flattery, or smoke
& badges of human need
Today strong shadows, Robert
Our searching bodies fumbling
amid glinting scree & tumbled trees
just a little behind you
a little closer to the wild mists
circling the floating spires.
As the storm picks up, heavy weather sets m
a shaking wind steals my hat
spinning it far above the human world
How I feel in your departure
my own going, on the upward path
through a thousand crags
bones chilled, grass turning brittle
on these tough old hills.

I wonder, had we braved
today's biting wind & looked long
at those pressurized cliffs, could we have divined
from their terraced weave a message from you?
Bits of difficulty, mad adventure
along zigzag switchbacks in a place
beyond time, no cluttered thoughts
to cloud the mirror?
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A. D.

WINANS

FOR WILLIAM BURROUGHS

You played the game out
Like a Mafia Don
Late for an appointment
With the Godfather
Living life with

The tenacity of a gunslinger
Looking for another notch
On his gun
Your cinematic midnight
Cowboy eyes cut-up poster
Boy hero images walking
The mind's third eye
Like a school of cyclops
Trudging their way through
Drug induced mythologies
Grinding away the days
from "Bandaged Poet Series"

The months the years like
A frenzied lap dancer

WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS

Lost in forbidden pleasure

1914-1997

Zones.
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KEN WAINIO

DEAR BURROUGHS

MESSAGE BACK

(after cutting up "Dear Burroughs")
We never got to meet properly
I was too young unaware (th t tim
in Berkel y 1974 a bunch of us
itting b ide you and Billy
in a Mexican joint outside my friend
said know who that old guy is?)
or you were too new yourself
not fond of pretension (that time
after your reading at a party
I spoke to you of some idiotic
election. You said Hurrumph
and turned your back) after
all I'm not queer but have
considered it the way one looks
at an interesting planet coming
on after sunset. My dreams remain
full of female debris, enough to
keep me busy for twelve shifts
of the zodiac, we must look
to more imaginative quarters
for a proper meeting place
I had not taken you seriously
till I read "The Job" really
my first intelligent contact
working in this tired dimension
you have so recently vacated
''The Job" opened my eyes beyond
lyric obsession with gone
poetics to the afterlife currently
at hand, namely a lively and vivid
dealing with dead media, politics
religion, empty words cutup and
reassembled, "what's really going
on," and your call came in
like my own image reappearing
downriver after a storm on Lake
LSD. I'm still sending out
messages aboard the S.O.S.
Moby Dick. Take care
it's still lonely
here. Have you
met Rimbaud
yet?
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We never got to take you serious
I was either too Job which was
of your work with an intelligent
1974 a bunch of tired dimension
you and Billy vacated. "The Job
outside my friend beyond lyric
that old guy is poetics to the
new yourself not at hand, namely
(that time after dealing with a
dead party I spoke religion, empty
idiotic election reassembled
Hurrumph and turn on," and you
considered it on downriver after
the way one looks LSD. I'm still
planet coming on messages aboard
dream remains are Moby Dick. Take
debris, enough of it's still lonely
twelve shifts of here. Have you
must look to more Rimbaud
for a proper meet yet?
9/15/97
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PETERS.

BIRNBAUM

WORKING WITH JACK SMITH

Jack engaged me to play the part of a Polynesian native for his movie Meet Me at

the Bottom of the Poot At first, we began working on sets, details of sets, etc. for sev-

Tuloom

eral days.
I think Jack was trying to get me to stop being aware of myself as an actor in his
play and just become exactly what he wanted me to be at any moment of filming
without thinking at all. We smoked massive quantities of grass, hash, and opium
laced w/Jack's conversation (which was the stoniest of all). We dragged what seemed
like tons of weird junk-smashed-up car doors, chunks of plaster, a miniature
arabian nights palace made of chewing gum wrappers, all straight up an iron runged
skylight ladder to the roof of Jack's loft building. At this stage it was just Jack
(Smith), Mario (Montez) and I. The roof was necessary because Jack's script required
the scene to be filmed in that special light which comes only at dawn in a place open
to the sky. Also necessary, along the way, was that Mario shave all the hair from my
body since Polynesians have no bodily hair. As it turned out we filmed most of the
roof scene by artificial light (all of which had to be hauled up the ladder as well)
tinted rose and green w / colored plastic filters. I'm not sure just what the script was
although Jack seemed to have something in mind all the time-maybe just a pretext
for making certain images happen in front of the camera; sort of like children making
up stories to act out so they can play the parts they dream of being.
The best and most magical moment for me was actually filmed at dawn on Jack's
roof; after a night of what seemed like botched attempts to make something extraor
dinary happen, Jack upping the level of insanity by dancing along the edge of the
roof, camera pointed at Mario and me, arms waving, shouting instruction, bits of
storyline, etc. I repeatedly toppled over backwards onto miniature palaces of chewing
gum wrappers pushed by Mario's passionate but purely filmic advances. etc. Finally,
at dawn, exhausted, barely standing amidst the flotsam and jetsam of the entire
world's dreams on the enchanted South Sea island of Jack's roof, a real-time jet
airplane sailed across the perfect dawn sky and Jack caught the moment. With
Mario's hand inside the front of my grass skirt (by Jack's direction) and both of us
gazing upward with bewilderment and wonder at the first intrusion of the world (the
airplane) into our idyllic paradise. "Moldy but True," as Jack used to say. Pretty soon
after that, Puerto Rican women garment workers began appearing in the windows of
some of the adjoining loft buildings and our filming session ended.
For the next session Jack wanted to film my arrival on the island as a Polynesian
swimming up out of the ocean onto the beach. The challange was that Jack needed
the perfect shade of blue-green colored water which he determined could only be
found at the public swimming pool on Pitt St. in lower Manhattan. We concocted a
plan of attack between us Uust Jack and I this time) based on my experience as a
former playground assistant for the N.Y. Park Dept. The amazing thing is we actually
pulled it off.
We arrived at the pool very early in the day when it was completely deserted except for the attendant. I was already in my grass skirt costume but had put on a full
length gabardine raincoat so as not to freak-out the attendant. Somehow, I managed
to make it seem plausible to him that we absolutely had to use his pool because of
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the color of the water. When he still hesitated about his being allowed to let us in
before the pool was officially open, I promised we would keep it short, that Jack was
a ve:ry important film maker, that we would be doing a really first rate job, that I
understood his reservations but (as a former employee myself) was sure it would be
alright, etc. ,etc.-and he let us in. Well, there we were at the part of the pool farthest
from the entrance with Jack and his Bo lex on the diving board giving directions and
me in my grass skirt with an excruciatingly uncomfortable garland of wire and plastic
flowers around my head. What I was supposed to do was emerge from the perfect
blue-green waters of the Pitt St. pool with a look of total wonder and amazement on
my face as I landed on the beach of the enchanted island. Now, this proved really
hard for me t.o do to J ck' atisfa tion-what with blinking chlorinat d water from
my burning eye and r aching h If-blind for the tile edge of the pool. So over and
over ag in, back into the water I went and back out again, t:rying to look amazed and
not merely bedraggled.
Meanwhile, the park attendant had begun to realize the weirdness of the scene he
had allowed to happen in his facility by giving us his permission. Out of the corner of
my ey~, I could sense his increasing agitation and, sure enough, he finally couldn't
stand 1t any longer and came over to tell us this was not at all what he had thought
and that we had to stop. Jack ignored him completely but I couldn't do that because,
after all, it was I who had conned him into this: I told him we were just about done,
almost there, just a little longer, etc., etc. Then, just as he was backing off, a little at
l~ast, ~ack.decided_to up the ante once again and shouted at me, "Disrobe!" The first
trme I Just ignored 1t, but he kept shouting, "Disrobe!" Well, I just wouldn't do it. It
wasn't modesty, it was just that I couldn't do this to the poor slob who had let us in
and I told Jack as much. I think Jack had me do one or two more takes and, then it
was finished. I don't think we ever worked on Meet Me at the Bottom of the Pool to-'
gether again after that, although we remained friends. I guess it just didn't work out.
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CONTEMPORARY ART CENTER EXPLORES WORK OF JACK

SMITH IN MAJOR EXHIBITION
JACK SMITH:

FLAMING CREATURE

on view Oct.26, '97-Feb. 28, '98

On Oct. 26 P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center New York opens Jack Smith:
Flaming Cr~ature, a cross discipli~ary ret~ospective e~hibition of
the work of the revolutionary Amer1can art1st, Jack Sm1th (1932-89).
Flaming Creature assembles hundreds of examples of Smith's innovative
work in photography, film, performance, dr~wing, collage, co~tume
design, slide projection, sound and the wr1tten word, reveal1~g_t~e
artist as a fountainhead of the American avant-garde. The exh1b1t1on
is complemented by a book of Smith's collected ~riti~gs, Wait for Me
at the Bottom of the Pool published by Serpents Ta1l, London and
P.S.1 Contemporary Art Ce~ter (718.784.2084), and edited by J.
Haberman and Edward Leffingwell.
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COULD ART EVER BE USEFUL?

"Ever since the desert glitter drifted over the burnt-out ruins of Plastic Lagoon,
thousands of artists have not pondered and dreamed of such things. Yet art must not
be used anymor as another elaborate means of fie ing from thinking because of the
multiplying amount of information each per on n ed to process in order to come to
any kind of decision about what kind of world one wants to live in, since it has be
come obvious that the schools operate by picking everything out of context.
LET ART CONTINUE TO BE ENTERTAINING, escapist, stunning, naturalistic and
glamorous-but let it also be loaded with information worked into the vapid plots of
movies, for instance. Each one would be a more or less complete exposition of one
subject or another. Thus you would have Tony Curtis or Janet Leigh busily making
yogurt; Humphrey Bogart struggling to introduce a basic civil rights law course into
public schools; infants being given to the old in homes for the aged by Ginger Rogers;
donut shaped dwellings with sunlight pouring into central patios for all, designed by
Gary Cooper; soft clear plastic bubble-cars with hooks that attach to monorails built
by Charlton Heston that pass over the free paradise of abandoned objects in the
center of the city near where the community movie sets would also be; and where
Maria Montez and Johnny Weismuller would labor to dissolve all national boundaries
and release the prisoners of Uranus. But the stairway to socialism is blocked up by
the Yvonne De Carlo tabernacle choir waving bloody palm branches and waiting to
sing the 'Hymn to the Sun' by Irving Berlin. This is the rented moment of exotic land
lordism of Crab Lagoon!"
-Jack Smith

Ira Cohen
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PAUL GRILLO

The Future Of The Novel Of Thaws

You have spent three nights in the tomb of the sky
your feathers curling under your fins
your bones transparent as mendicant opals
muttering blessings over the town
The wind beats like a ventriloquist
against the thorns of an onyx horizon
The moon's white hammer i rubbed with salt
Confiteors glow on your ashen shoulders
Your cat.eyes swell with milk & blood
Every luminous bird is a hand
hovering in the distant air of patterned windows
where tongues are stripped
by the trailing edge of each wing
& bared throats are salvaged
from mirrors of flame
where silvery branches take flight & run
where the Lost & the Hunted are left embracing
against all truths of the grey-green landscape
where the sublime beast
Daybreak
waves a finger
& the worn silk of laughter
is struck cold in the street

Paul Grillo
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The Masters Of Artificial Fire

The landscape is fetid
it is exquisitely spoiled by the festering nape of an unseen star
the trees are renounced in the broken codes of the gasworks
and the junkman is forced to eat his three rotten limes
Vi

nus a flashcube

my heart packed in gauze

In the Room of Midnight
the eyes in the mirror are usually blue
and the window ledge crossed by the halos of Murder

The reapers enter in amethyst
the milliner cuts the weekend skies
into gallant blindfolds of ermine and pitch
reshuffled diamonds soil the bleached robes of Memory
and the keys to the cellar melt like omelets
fatally balming the Samaritan's Gate

Fairground horses laser the air
divining seafartng earrings shaped like multiple sores
your face is dark and almost illegible
a magnetic field on foolscap paper
the Seven Last Words stripped-down to their shadows
snuggling-up to a tongue out-of-order
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DAVID CHORLTON
SIMON PERCHIK

Rewind
*

Wherever I turn the air needs water
-the fires calling out -it will be hours
shredding silver foil, listening
for wind and drowning -this yard
as if its air has seasons, seeds
places o hid and the hose
m Hing from oil and climb -thi yard
cov red with England, with mist :an t
-here are my hands! coated
from mulch and faces
and a shovel that won't leave the ground
buried as if some plane took root
and the sky the sun can't see
spreads into fumes, into fog
pinned under glass and spray -this yard
has a mask :the air chilled, moist
black -her cheeks won't rot, over and over
Lili Marlene, by the handfuls
and blisters -I sprinkle these tin strips
where sparks are needed now
close to the engines
underneath the lamplight
into the wind, louder, louder.

The red cliffs darken again
with the condor's ancient wingspread
as it descends to carrion
left seventy years in the sun
for the inquisitional face
to return.
Lizards crawl back
into their sunken habitat,
birds the colour of olives
nest once more
in the new growth rising
from a lake that filled with lies
and water clears
as the dam is carried away
by the truckload.
Bones beneath the surface
of the desert
grow back their skins
and reassemble,
a man who died of thirst
looking for a road
stands up and walks backwards
across the Devil's Highway
where the border sand
is climbing up
through the waist of the hourglass.
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ADAM CLINE
IRA COHEN

INSOMNIA ON DUKE ELLINGTON BOULEVARD
July 14th, Breakfast w/myself at the Olympia Diner, 106th & B'way

Fell asleep around 4 AM
w/theTV on
Van Heflin & Barbara Stanwyck
enter my disturbed sleep
Sometimes the only way out
is to die, but happily
someon el e escapes,
takes to the road. go on
traveling.
I'm up at seven, go to the post office,
send two Cuban alligators
to Brussels,
then read Gabriel's column in Newsday
about the real meaning of the closet,
feel nauseous, order a hardboiled egg
which comes w / out a shell
mashed in a cup
Is my heart, too, yearning
for its dying hour?
Please bring me one order
of cool snow!
If I could remember just a fraction
of what I said on the telephone
If he could take his clothes off
and sit on the banks of the Ganga
If she could see the profile of Caliban
in the smoke over the oilfields
If we could just take off & go to Madagascar
If they would stop killing each other
and wake up tomorrow morning
w / a new vision
I would stick my head in a printing press
and you could read tomorrow's paper today:

Rite
he captured the dragon
(Shambhala(?))
& put it-for a lifetimeOn me
In black
am I now 1/ 3 a universal
monarch
?
(w/ out the lion or tiger
to end the initiation)
later comes the ritual of
color
& the
Shiny spike fuckin my
pores like mad
&

ejaculating
blues
purples
greens & reds
it's a new religion
(A ritual)
of ancient times...

(1-26)

EXfRA! EXTRA!
Read all about it

Poet's brains prove to be useful!
P.S. Sometimes when I pick up my pen
it leaks gold all over the tablecloth.
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MICHAEL HAEFLINGER

IRA COHEN

MORNING MEDITATION
"Fools give you reasons, wise men never try."

We know all the answers
& still we struggle with our
mortal longingsRam Narayan & Rumi
& once again Raphael gives me
the dawn
I ouldn't find my book
I lost my heart
but my key is still in my
pocket, so what?
Without losing anything
what could I hope to find?
I found my beard in the mirror
I found sunlight in a corner
& now that water drips on the
page,
Eureka! I find myself in the
bathtub which is just where
I want to be...
thirsty for a glass of water,
longing for the sea.

OVERLOOKING MICHIGAN

overlooking Michigan 10:45 p.m. I see
a sign that reads FOREST AVE.
and I think of home, sitting in the chilly
near-Halloween air smoking a cigarette
as my brother and his friends scream and laugh
and drink inside-and I think of home and
what they're all doing right now-Mark at work,
everbody at Adam's reading poems and laughing
Buddha-laughs in a heated room of youthful
experience, Larry rolling natural poems in frenzy
over late night midnight oils--oh, nevermind anyhow
they're all in Dayton now and I'm better off here
in Michigan doing the exact thing here I'd be doing
there-sitting on a porch, smoking a cigarette,
writing a poem, everybody asking, "whatcha doin'?"
and it occurs to me that realities are indeed different,
that sitting around drinking means different things
to different people, that we're all essentially the same
only we choose to unwind in different ways, that people
need to relax and I suppose as long as you don't
kill or maim anyone, it's a-okay,
that the stars I'm looking at right now are the
same ones I envision ARK WE staring at with innocent and
wise and true eyes when that pink muck clears away
from the Dayton sky-there is indeed a strange red light
presiding over Ypsilanti like there's one back home and
it's silly to think of home right now so far awayand it's sillier to think right now of how I'll feel
when I can't just go back
tomorrow.

Ypsilanti, Michigan
October 1997
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JAY RUBEN

THOMAS RAIN CROWE

DAYRIT

ROAD TRIPPING ON THE FIVE

THE TIDEF OF WORDS

The Five rolls through the nation's salad bowl at midnight. Mexican music on the
radio, breaking up every fifteen of miles or so. Static pops like hail off the roof of your
Cadillac. '78 Cadillac like a boat on the inside. The outside is far away, passing by in
slow motion though we are going close to eighty. Past groves of English walnut, leafy
domes against the charcoal sky. Row upon row of Brussels sprouts and strawberries
unfold like a hand-held fan, the kind an elegant Chinese lady might have, and I feel
an aching for the people that live in the town of tiny lights against the hills. Do they
watch t levision, flickering greenish whi e, shows about people who rent tast ful
apartments, who sip offee in caf ' and cry into fluffy down pillows? Do their kids
work t the Carl's Jr. just off the fr way, under tha orange plasti star? Do they fall
a I p with du l on their hand , their eyes half open, watching the moon swim
across the sky? Does the Five whisper over their hunched shoulders, reminding them
they live in everyone else's nowhere?

"I am always hunting words. Tracking them down.
I steal themfrom wherever I.find them. Yes,
I am a thief of words."
-Eduardo Galeano

You are driving and laughing about when we were in college, something about the
Southern Lit. class we once took, never handing in our papers. But that's so far
away, Connecticut's turning leaves and the dirty snow, the Gothic architecture and
marble steps so heavily tread upon they dipped in the center. So far away I might as
well have only seen it in a photograph, sepia-toned and that which never was mine.
So I am not listening, only thinking there is so much about you I don't know, the
things inside you wound up tight like a brand new spool of thread. Like why your
sister killed herself before your family fled Saigon, helicopters slicing the sky to rib
bons. Why your father never ate at the dinner table with his children. Where did you
run when he hit your mother? Why do you smoke Camel Unfiltereds with an urgency
greater than drowning? Who gave you this virus that never inhabits our conversa
tions? There is so much you tell me and then leave there, less than half open in front
ofme.
People die on the Five ... when dust devils scratch their fingers across the desert,
deny the sun, and cars collide and collapse like accordions, one after another. Lem
mings off a cliff into the choppy ocean.
My questions stop at the place in my throat that tickles before I get sick, a cold or
the flu maybe. Does this mean I am not really your friend, you and I both pretending
that everything is okay?
L.A. awaits around a series of curves as the sky shifts towards dawn. West Holly
wood blinks with nightclubs and Sunday brunch under big red umbrellas advertising
Italian soft drinks. Muscular men with tan shoulders and mirrored sunglasses. But I
can feel all this-what's happening before us-already becoming a memory... clean,
soft, the color and taste of honey on the back of my tongue, barely retrievable years
from now when you are gone and road tripping is impractical, inconvenient, some
thing only children have the time to do.

Somewhere
there is an old man or woman
who sits in a field
or at a table
and thinks original thoughts.
The thoughts they think
are heard by someone
who is also in the field or
at the other end of the table
which is long and out of sight.
The original thoughts go in the ear
of the one listening
and are taken home.
Stolen, like the sleight-of-hand of ears.
The next day the thief tells what he has heard
to his friend who is a sweeper of streets.
The sweeper pretends not to notice
or hear
.
.
the words as they fall from the mouth of the fnend talking,
but takes them home with him
where they enhance his sleep.
In his dreams he passes the oracle on
to a mermaid to whom he is making love
who the next day passes it on
in the sound of wind and waves
to Hemingway's old man out alo~e in hi~ boat.
Hemingway's old man thinks he 1s heanng
voices of angels and
writes down the liturgy
the moment he gets home on an old paper sack, and
he tells his wife who works for
the parson scrubbing the rectory floors.
The parson hears her singing
what sound like sacred hymns that .
have been set to the music of her v01ce
and he takes them from her lips and
slips them into the sermon he
has been trying to write all day.
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On Sunday, the original words are
heard by every Lutheran in town
and are taken home and repeated
at dinner to a thousand children.
One of the children hears this
(because none of the others are listening)
and takes one of the words she likes
and begins writing a poem.
It is a poem about the thing
about speech that is almost as good
as silence, and so said.
It i a poem about the moon
and the dark side that no one ever sees.
It is a poem about love.
She thinks she is thinking these
things for the first time.
And she is excited by the
sound of her pen on the white page.
The next day the young poet
gives her poem to her boyfriend
who reads it and later throws it away.
His father, the sheriff, finds the
piece of paper in the trash and reads it.
He thinks it is subversive
and written by an enemy of the State.
The poet's name is on the paper
and the next day soldiers go to her house,
arrest her, and take her to jail.
In her trial, she is accused of
stealing original thoughts from
the old man or woman in the field
or at the long table in town.
The girl tells the judge the truth
and pleads her case eloquently
as only a poet could.
But it does no good.
The judge cannot believe that
a young girl could have thought up
these precious words by herself
and finds her guilty of
"stealing words."
She is sent back to jail
where she is sentenced to
life in prison, and to
the dreary work of editing the truth
from the Book of Laws.
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This is how the story ends:
The girl will die
an old woman
writing love poems in the blank pages
at the end of the books she is
working on for the judge.
A hundred years later
someone
somewhere
will find the writing in the back of the books.
Will collect all the poems scribbled
on all those brown pages
and sell them to a publisher
as an original book of poems.
All the old books on law
missing the truth
will be burned
and
the published poet will travel
around the country reading her poems
to large cheering crowds.
The critics will call her "a genius."
And rich young men will send her flowers.
This story will be repeated
over and over
for a thousand years.
A handful of poets
made immortal in print, or
as the singers of songs:
writing the same lines.
All originals.
Convicted felons.
Poets.
The thieves of words.
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RENEE GREGORIO

MARY WINTERS

Notes on Language

TWO FLOATING SHAPES

1.
Of course everybody over there speaks five or six
languages, which makes us Americans look like snooty
isolationists

I am not in the shadow at my father's side.
I am of the noon, the long dark one that stretches
out from him directly. When he turns I am
never there because I am also turning.

2.
All you really need is a couple of Spanish words
to use in a restaurant?-it's the easiest tongue to pro
nounce you just sound every letter though they'll be
lau hing behind their order pads
My father claims to be fluent in Spanish and he
is kind of amusing though it comes off like he's mak
ing fun, "el heado" meaning head, etc.

I will keep turning towards the face of his absence.
It is a burning log I am watching till there's nothing
but ash and smouldering, the heat of it
drifting upwards.

3.

4.
On our anniversary we were drinking French
champagne in a French bistro and so I remarked "I
regret nothing" in French and he thought for a mo
ment and said "oh... oh good" but had I used the nega
tive correctly and did I really mean it
5.
My mother's faking an English accent pronounc
ing "been" like "bean," here in the U.S. we say it "bin"
I remind her
6.
My high school French teacher was praised by
the parents for being so cultured but in reality they
looked down on her because she lived in an apart
ment, the Spanish teacher announced (in Spanish) she
was getting married and one could imagine what hell
that turned out to be
7.
All you really need is a couple of German words
for the mood of the times, the celebration of friend
ship, and the coziness of home, but all of them have to
do with shrinks and I'm sick of them

When my father and I finally met,
I recognized the joining of two floating shapes,
the soldering of a deep rift.
I remember it as two shapes suddenly fitting.
I have been far out of body
in that odd place of tears,
the place that knows things
before they happen, the place
I have and am nothing.
I have felt the loss of the child,
the blood rushing out of me.
The loss of that father.
I am digging at the river of sleep.
I know the invisibility of roots
and how we want to grasp them anyway
in our bare hands. I have seen scars
on the trunks of aspens where people I don't know
carved the design of their initials.
The bark of those trees rose like skin does,
in that exact position of healing.

8.
"A certainje ne sais quoi" is a handy expression
when you don't know what you're talking about plus it
makes you sound worldly and cute, "n'est-ce pas?"
being another endearing way to end a sentence
9.
It's kind of touching when he speaks French in
bed, probably the kind of thing that's recommended in
the better-sex-for-white-middle-class-married-couples
video advertised in the New York Times Book Review
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MARK KNAPKE

The Polyester Altar

sink
draining to oblivion
water to
reservoir
leaf
reddens nova-like
then crumbles
dog
howling
need and habit
do they wonder why the sun doesn't rise?
did they notice it set?
do they realize they chase their tails?
do they see they are amputated?
in tomorrow's dream lust
lies today's
opaque failure
sweeping beneath the mat
redemption
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0AMES GRINWIS

PRISON SONG

A group of words.
My life,

a platter of dewdrops.
The guards changed.
I dreamt of ki s.
I ran.
Villages cracked open
like seashells.
And I am not there now.
This time not there.
They will greet my return
with roses,
waves of roses.
I will forget the bones,
the iron hills.
I will remember only roses.

ALLAN GRAUBARD

I wanted a woman with no name, no mirror, no dress
a woman born from her eyes
at the exact moment
that lightning consumes her
a woman haunted by her shadow of mutating drums
a woman who would rather leap from an open window
on the twenty-seventh floor
of a burning building
than endure the solipsism of a misplaced brush
a woman whose kisses are as brutal as they are cold
and whose lips shear faces from skulls
in a glance
a woman whose breasts are hydrants
for the ecchymosis of schist
and whose hands are as swift as snake tongues
a woman who orchestrates her nightmares
for splendid evenings
of throttled laughter
a woman who throws dust demons
across battlefields in secret conference with the moon
a woman never again betrayed by her clitoris
that she casts now and then
wretched Desdemona
a woman avid to rape and be raped
and who plans her conquests with the pituitary vengeance of a mob
of pirates
a woman who plants her high heel down square on luscious pygmy balls
and would not think twice
about biting the bloated tremors of a pinwheel in rut
a woman who smokes twisted nostril hairs
because she has nothing better to do in the solitary prisons of her
feral disdain
a woman immensely more than being a woman for a man
or another woman like herself
a woman who drinks in the sea as her silent witness
then spits back on organdy polygraphs
isthmuses of rotting dead polyps
a woman who fanfares riot for the sudden specter of a blue-grey feather
that opens out over the world
in an invisible hush
a woman voracious with bombs that scream
like infants for the milk of scattered bones
a woman who shudders before an empty glass
because nothing is worse than the emptiness
of a thirst that does not yet exist
a woman eager to tryst with flying volcanos
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W. B.

if only to give meaning to her terrorist solitude
and as gifts for the jousts that camouflage rain
at that hour when death gargoyles
dance dehydrated guillotines
I wanted a woman fascinated by doldrums
because she knew that stingers of sand were piercing diamonds
ju t beneath the vision of her fingers
a woman marri d to a ca tus bush
t xplain the numismatics of gored limits
a woman
my woman
with no name, no mirror, no dress

KECKLER

EDGE
you say ocean is earth's amniotic fluid
where seaweed sways placentally
thickly, greenly
(a child sings at shore's edge)
digging, tiny fingers in silver sand
threads of a stoiy diy here
dangle in the wind
there's a horseman who's ridden
for billions of heartless years
who doesn't know yet
he's undertaken a journey
children exchange odd riddles
in a suddenly cold breeze
mercenary seagulls swoop & veer
for the odd crumb...
we've outlasted our bodies
dropped all expression
drifting now as the glassy medusoid
only casually venomous
transparent as life itself
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GABOR GYUKICS

FIDDLER CRABS CAN'T EXPERIENCE MOTION

plankton in a greasy surface break
over the whale's kaleidoscopic dream
as two people are fused in a photograph
brittle with the stories it holds
in an inner space that must exis
symmetry isn't as important anymore
doodling in the genes of animals
a god forgot himself, ceased to exist
as the snake who swallowed its tail
desire alone exists,
a glove left on the stomach

HALFDRESSED WOMAN

Sitting on the corner of the bed
my back reclines against the wall
a cigarette sparkles between my fingers
the smoke stretches the air's patience
your wet hair hangs over your face
while you struggle your tiny bum
into your pale panties
the white stripes on your breasts
magnetize my eyes
as you're looking for your black blouse and
green wool skirt
an evil fairy must have hid them under a chair
I won't reveal that
Rather I'll let you search around
I enjoy your halfnaked body
that soon will be cov~red
with those man-made objects
to hide the only thing that is
worth laying an eye upon
in this grey early hour
I light another cigarette
you are laughing
and still can't find your clothes
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MAGGIE JAFFE

NANCY LEVANT

Steal This Poem
..In San Francisco, people are swiping
words from a large magnetic
wall intended to inspire poetry."
-San Diego Uni.on-Tribune

San Francisco has more
of v ryt.hing:
one restaurant for 3 people,
mor cafes than in Part ,
topless & bottomless bars,
drag queens & tattoo parlors
& outrageous politics
the folks back in Kansas
would secretly die for.

What they don't have are words.
"Sex" was stolen, so was
"eternity," "poison" & "bread."
A joker liberated "Berkeley."
"Dog" is gone & so is "now."
"Money" disappeared in a flash.
"We lost 'spit' & 'drool."'
They had to replace "Republican,"
someone walked off with 'Job."
And "love?"
"Hell," they can't keep enough of it in stock.
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in a gigantic memory are the ancient ruins
or remains of a father's passions

in this one hand is

a fractional part
of an applause that urged him
through such unexampled success;
he was faithful to trust,
its alliance with grief so that
he fell into an opposite fault,
a temper too parsimonious,
too censured and rag thin
between the wounds of his children.
he trusted the work alone.
even that he kept fresh by
their constant injuries,
he was the irregular rule
and they royal captives.
in this one hand is

a die of consolations,
an inherited justice
and mingling want with them common ones;
and a boat song the wind could play
and a strange yank that determines
on which side success shall be;
swimming's always a contest,
especially swimming alone
when the urge to escape
is the hoping sound of your hands
until the entire night is summoned
in water where still you fail
to learn the names of the hosts;
and your father's voice in hymn
is as unknown as the metatron.
in a mirror's image this hand
lays fingers around a lake rock
and arises an embryonic staff of race.
an epic indifferent of his unconscious begetting,
he is left and he is always home and
you see ~is absorption so entire
upon the eyes of your knuckles
that you knew the new language
would arise from them
in his due time.
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SHEILA MURPHY

MOTION ONCE SLOW

Calibrate level of mention in stress. Molecules are soft again. The street
noise coifs a little of the urgency's erupting. Bless possessives thrice
cardboard and seeds of the indwelling link points. She was such a perfect
husband sibling child. Enough to open the deposits offer a clean bill of melt.
Dominion sugar coats what's left of sky. Third rate desire finds method of
ascension. Sleeves distract from usual momentum. Also body hair that's
leaked away and smothered to a hard exacting cas . The tumult in a 1eeway
learns to hurt fmagler . H ather spears equate to floating pearl . So liquid as
to b this url d and alway lovely. Motion once slow incarc rates he spe d
of li ht. At chnical persona cement still shots lo to th fore round.
Many Lilliputians lose their kilt affection when they're wandering. The hort
still shots erase how we are made. As easily as grasp is leveraged we may
occupy this lenten wash. The mood, an oligarchic penance quaffed with
sugar on the membraned face. One map, the next. A ruse erased and little
cotton thought enormous wan and scaffolded. A clerk is osmotic, sleeved. In
June the trachea this often levers manicured intact. At once nirvana normed
and chafing. Looms with wet new cloth in them the least extravaganza.

IRA COHEN,

RAPHAEL ALADDIN COHEN, ~OHN SOLT

The Karmic Noodle
the twisted strands of spaghetti karma
across deserted city streets after midnight
make me think anything is possible
you jumped for the last memory
like a bird chirping
stars at your feet
what could be more unthinkable
than that the background is really the foreground
and that you are not even the you
you used to be?
the cereal yields receding mirrors with each bite
with each taste, each dream machine flicker
the drug comes on quicker
the drug is the word turned inside out
the turn which brings us back
to where we started from
underwater crystals protruding from the eyes
growing slowly in shades of blue
the taste we taste is not only in our mouth
for an instant it is almost as if
we were complete-three-in-one
listen to the music if you want to know
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LESHAWN JACKSON

VALERY OISTEANU

Poeticus-Interuptus

the spirit will fill this hollow

At Cafe Tridekanon breakfast is a circus with food

i'm going to give my leather shoes
handbags and accessories
a proper burial
though i am an unabashed carnivore
who loves to nibble the sweet chewy flesh
of spiritless creatures
but the skin should not be shoes
that merely wander in listless routine from
bus stop to nowhere
the skin shouldn't be a handbag
stuffed with trifles like lipstick
and tissues that absorb petty rage
the skin should not be a belt cinched
around a belly that is big enough
to fit all of los angeles inside
no
the skin is sacred
in my mythology
the flesh which wars against nothing
should be kabobed fried boiled
baked consumed in greasy spoons homes
and five star restaurants
but the skin should be buried
in the desert the mortal
seeking immortality
the shell
a house for god

Heavy mustached men are jumping through a chocolate cake
Why do I go to Crete?
B

au

H w

it w

the fir t horn of Zeu

hidin in the C ve of Dicte on the A g an Hill

Z us abducted Europe and took her to Crete to make love

El Greco was born here
A queen on Knossos made love to a white bull
Kazantzakis was born here and so was Zorba
Because Crete became independent one hundred years ago
Because a poet was revived after death by an oracle
Because my friend Yorgis Manonsakis is a great poet who grows olive trees
Because Charles Henri Ford lived here
Because my friends Demetrius and Maggie are here
Because John Wilcox gave me his book on Greece
Because a medicine man once exclaimed "AGNUS CACTUS"

13-19 April 1997

Outlawed by church and by the Virgin Mary
Vitex Agnus Cactus-a herb called Monk's Pepper
It's good for your health, just like a return to Crete.
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GERARD MALANGA

Zurich schriften '79.

"i haven't fucked w /the past but i've fucked plenty w /the future"
fucked my head as well

This is not a poem in the traditional manner

You are
not where
lam
I am
not where
you are
(that's funny

This is not a poem of windshield wipers
streaking red taillights
of driving south to Ticino
several streets
coincide
on the Eierbrecht hillside
You deny,
or likewise
are denied,
what you want
is fully apparent to me.
Or are you so in love with your half-mood that you forget ...
(If she is the result of herself...but
thinking of Otto Rank, in this instance, there's something
in his files to that effect.

Now where is it?
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photo courtesy Archives Malanga
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Or rather, what caused me to start caring, or to be impatient, in fact?

Today
an orange panel-truck
against a field of grey

In New York everything
depends on whether somebody
reminds me of you
long after the perfume has worn off
or afterwards, the subject Gerard Malanga und +Zurich+

Today I'm not very much into
what I have to say, or

How will you explain yourself
without sounding
totally ridiculous

it's ten past ten

can hear you say just now,
butjust look what he's done
(I

Along the Utoquai this morning
leaves begin to turn

to me now!

or wet with last night's rain
the leaf-spattered pavement

In western Massachusetts
autumn come and gone
Somewhere it's written
"Loving is the art of being loved" -Hans Plomp, young Dutch poet,
met recently at Amsterdam

Nevertheless a line I wld never write
How shall we write the history of our time, the history of ourselves,
starting today
To praise this, blame that, becomes superficial
The hunch is it
will always be this way
No matter who
picks up the check
for lunch
It shall be written in history that: they met briefly in New York
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The fucking bum
got me pregnant.
Fun,
no doubt, for some
archivist's weighty PhD thesis
when all record of a careful, scholarly setting down of
undisputed facts-all somehow related-about us
disappears into "special collections," "retrieval systems,"
microfiche.
But hardly what you'd call
Romantic. It is the vast dream of having
that can cause tidal waves, level
towns and cities. Not your so-called comings and goings, the voluminous
packet of aerograms tied with string too short
for further use. The Voigtlander photos, several-some
taken together in the photo-mat
where people never stop kissing.
There is a grain of curiosity that still wants to unearth,
re-evaluate some detail, things overheard in cafes
and later written hurriedly, a misquotable passage, of what
might have been unsubstantiated, misconstrued,
.
or simply passed over as irrelevant, like one's date/pl~ce of birth.
Nothing that simple, though.
More like some simultaneously boring
and exciting feature of how she looked and photographed with clothes
off, with no clean sheets on the bed.
Except the discovery only comes about much later and still remembered
as being recent-not yet in the public domain. But no matter
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how all this is proven; it is no longer material for the book. What book!?
And it's later now also. And so what.
How many
other things can one want
to know?

You come out always a little ahead, "looking good" like they say.
You're suppose to.
Memory is cut in two

How will it end? How will it end with each new parting
of the ways
wld be padding
That this is a fabrication, and that those
other times we spent together
for lunch or coffee or something
(and you wearing a man's tie
baggy pants, formal white shirt
with sleeves puffed out
are, in fact,
the silences of the soul,
matters less than it should.
No one is going to care
whether this is the whole of wch
fragments and other second-hand information
were pieced together
since all by definition
is completeness.
But a series of anecdotes have been created
so as to deny such completeness.
Anyway
the public sometimes has more truth
than it can cope with:
"All past is fiction" -Burroughs,
William, not here, says that.
I like the really wonderful way you express
the increasingly convincing darkness of the railway station
so that it might be said
you pretended to resist but secretly gave in
so as to reappear calm and in control. Discreet even.
(Statistics has it all rapists have one or more tattoos
This is not the turn of the century.
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This has all been a lie.

the way back is cut off

the feeling is nonetheless real
This is not a poem in the traditional manner
It's two minutes past eleven
the warm sun pours through the open window
and onto the typewriter keys asleep.
Out across the waters a sailboat always being alone,
like the one belonging to John Hersey called HerondeLle
summers out of Southport, picks up the wind
finally disappears
behind the building
diagonally in front of me
wrinkled by the wind the Zurichsee
is a grey tolerance. Fibrous.
I have a late lunch.
I go for a walk but meet no one.
No one remembers.
What is agreeable is not destiny
but the present tense
coming to an end
again. As the day wears on along the far shore-Kilchberg smouldering in mist.

You are a dream which came true

briefly

the dream betrays you
or you betray the dream
This is not the poem I wanted to write

you dissolve
you re-emerge
springing up careless
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What I am writing to say is, the timing, not the intention, is what matters.
All this cld've happened
long ago, or at least on some other day, and not meant
as a test. But then
it wldn't have become a poem, right?

It's twelve minutes past one

Sauser avant Cendrars: in several photos
of a period
forty years or so

Another month wldn't have made all that difference.
a cigarette hangs
from lhe same
exact place
in his mouth

But I was going to say
it differently, about the way
time keeps us together yet apart.

Peter tells me "Wherever you pass you meet yourself."
Response to myself: 'I am not that person.'
In New York it's my life is existing without me

I talk to the swan down below
I go to the Lirnmat
The problem isn't how to sit back hold on,
but one of beginning again.

let go

I step off the edge of the curb into space.
I cross over to the other side of the platz
just in the nick of time,
nearly getting run down by a cab
when I shld've been looking the other way
and not at the blond tugging at the crotch
of her freshly starched blue-jeans.
But now moments surround
us like this crowd, for instance,
dispersed on the Quai Bellevue Br.
into the curved vanishing points at either side
because the rain suddenly starts up.

Always pursuing you is the knowledge that this
poem exists
It's a quarter past four.
Besides, hadn't it all ended a long time back, some clear, washed-out afternoon
the light coming in off the lake
somewhere it had its opaque
momentary existence. And now...
Tomorrow will be quantitatively and qualitatively different
which is why one's own wish
keeps getting granted for someone else.
The rest begins to be filled in by an unseen hand,
and then, a sudden lack of information
quote unquote whereabouts unknown for a number of years

Tipp-Ex fluid.
This poem will self-destruct upon completion
this poem: to be continued
"Zurich? Zurich, this is New York calling"

This poem is not a prodigy of timing.
A little simple arithmetic tells you that
one day, perhaps several, projected into years
when you're about to look back and don't see until
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it's all over, how
little there was to learn
once the facts were assembled.

19:x: 79 Zurich

for Helen Staehli
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PAUL VIOLI

Inscribed on the Gates to Canal Street

for Anthony Davies
Anthony, I wish you and Hogarth
and Dore and Blake,
and Meryon and Daumier,
Rubens, Rembrandt and Degas,
Currier and Ives and Ribera,
Grosz, Callot, The Carraci Brothers,
Whistler, Durer, and Picasso,
Rawlinson, Mantegna, Hokusai,
Corot, Manet, Piranesi and I
could hop into my Honda Civic
and drive back and forth
across Canal Street a few times.

We could jump in
just when the steel window grates
are hoisted like floodgates
in the clattering dawn.
And when the merchandise,
hauled onto stoops and sidewalks,
begins to tumble like a riverbank
into the rushing day,
we could steer to and fro,
watching the tawdry and rare
collide, picking whatever we need
from the here and now,
the now and then,
for the rowdy allegory
the gates of this street deserve.
A few panels for each of us!
I already have one in mind,
the tour bus guide
with his bullhorn spiel:
"Forget the memorial plaques
in sedate cathedral corners, folks!
This is where New York
buries its jittery poets.

There's one, spiked, headfirst.
With a store over him,
not a mere headstone to keep him down.
A legally designated landmark,
a pantechnicon,
windows loaded
with what was found
in his fathomless pockets."

And the store owners
I love that look:
the noisy eyes
of race car drivers who realize
they're taking tight turns
a little too fast.
And the signsSea Quest Bicycles, Pearl Paint,
Angel Accessories and Angelo's Bar,
Taj Mahal Stereo,
Far Far Sports, Queen Far
Investments and Burger King
the signs mysteriously switched
around, the words reshuffled
every night, without confusing
anyone in the morning.

Certainly not me,
since the one that matters most
remains untouched, ubiquitous,
still sounding like something
out of Heraclitus:
"Everything Must Go!"
And so it does.
Some of it smack onto the gates
of memory and imagination.
There goes that blissful moron,
beaming up at the sun
while pissing like a horse
in the middle of the street.
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And there he is again,
that middle-aged man,
impeccably dressed, more
than distraught, head bowed,
arms raised, hands clenched,
staggering along the sidewalk,
still pleading, still demanding
to know: "God made everything
else, why not me?"

And there goes a group of students
to spend the day in a cafe
discussing higher mathematics
until a check arrives that
they can't divide with a hacksaw.

And here she is again,
that sad, weak, old woman,
all skin and bones, but
with such enormous breasts
-they weigh more than
the rest of her-she has to lean
on two canes or else fall over.
Only this time I can see
sullen, goofy multitudes
eventually falling in line
behind her, headed
for either river, Forgetfulness
or Merciless Remembrance.
And again, some kid
wearing a bull dog collar,
lets the pet rat on his shoulder
nibble his ear,
while his girlfriend
selects another assassin figurine
for his charm bracelet.

And now, a beggar walks off,
singing off-key,
sorting through the day's take,
tossing away the pennies.
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And again as a lady
passes me in the rain,
a spoke of her umbrella
hooks my right nostril
and turns me around
like a fool for beauty.
And again, behind a window sign
proclaiming Live Nude Dancers
(Why do they need
to specify "Live" .. .?)
two guys lean against the bar
and discuss the best way
to hunt bats:
"Yuh gotta know what yuh doin'.
Yuh gotta get a 12-gauge.
"12-gauge is only accurate
for what, ten feet?
"Right, but yuh gotta know how
to attract them right.
"The best way"The best way is throw stones over
your head.
"Huh?
'Tm telling yuh, stones is best.
"Bat bait?
· "Specially when it's dark. Darker
the better. Just toss 'em up and duck.
They'll go right for them. You'll
hear them flocking. Then just hunch down
and pull the trigger.
"Simple as that?"
"It's all in the timing. Don't
throw them high enough, yuh get hit in
the face. Throw them too bigh, you're
blasting rocks. But if yuh don't keep
tossing them, the bats bite your nose.
"Like anything else, I guess yuh
gotta know what you're doing... "

And there I am,
and here I go, on the street again,
as the breeze off the Hudson
begins to gust, redolent
of something more
exciting than salt or money.
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And as I'm stepping up to a pay phone
this brown-eyed girl
with a smile, a look that says
she knows there's no chance
I won't defer to her,
cuts right in front of me,
pushed, a little, by the wind.
And as she tries to speak
in the roaring air,
she watches me watching her
pull her long, glistening hair
from her lips and laughs
when it's blown back again and again.
And from a discarded
cassette near my feet
unwound tape continues
to slither across the concrete.
Then it ascends, shimmering,
climbing the wind.
It flows and glides,
then it dips for a moment,
then takes off, snatched
by a cab antennae-the one
she must have taken off in.
And as the cassette skitters by,
I pick it up, wondering
what the label says,
wanting to know what music
made the day take off like a kite,
pulling us with it-Liszt and Bizet,
Mendelssohn, and Brahms, Rosini,
Beethoven, Schubert and Strauss,
Chopin and you and I.
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HAPONEK

4 poems

erect spray of hot mount
chromapop breast casts junk
their juice milking loves light
shadow waste from depth
bold shimmer through sweat mount
compose smooth electric & mad form
blow music to lick smeared canvas

crimson vision shot a tongued light dry
when postmarked art asks pottery to lie
together appear delirious of wanting woman spatters
lather heaving his flood easy all scream stilling
modern space falls beneath clear pattern as bare subject
rips one love by deriving & chant at image welded of water

drunk landscape in neostill-life stares at illusion
above symbol whispering from same & show true sight
use blending language to space those for concrete
performing after you pour crushed aesthetic over sweet flames
photo circle glowing with hard trips open to nude moans
draw 1V draw & expose the surreal anthem as soft imagined power

create these starved petals
reflect like ink line in men's bed chain
shard of me splashed near goddess
etch like your color of glass
in stroke the style and tell my shadow
to stop needing her storm her symmetry
worship a life for water as peace or frame my skin
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GUSTAF SOBIN

Substantia

...were nothing more, you knew, than the
recipient of
that grey, prismatic gaze, reflection in which, having
hardened to
a

form, felt yourself shatter, facetted, into
so
many sonorous parts.
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MARK oWENS

her catoptrlc thresholds

are not shining
like elevator doors moving
up and down her spine
she cannot see her face
in topographical maps
she's only seeing her reflection
cry mercury tears
into a glass thermometer
that she places under her tongue
she gradually envisions her spine
as a wick w / an iridescent flame
carried up a flesh dumbwaiter
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SPARROW

ILKA SCOBIE

Little Italy Lunar Eclipse

Subway

The Godfather. enthroned upon molded plastic
directs the century's last lunar eclipse.
Exhaled cigar smoke clouds harvest moon.
Henchman's eyes lift heavenwards.

The man next
to me falls
asleep.
and his Greek
newspaper hits
the floor

In the cafe we await further action,
stalling for time With sambuca gelalo.
Roach scatters cross marble tabletop.
Desire for canolli disappears.

4/30/97 3:00PM

Neon camouflages dark rotation.
Mob disperses to starless night.

Today
Stoned

Relax. Listen to the stones.
Carry a perfect specimen on your person.
In case of danger
pitch your stone into the night.
Its silent aim will protect you.
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Rich men are carrying flowers
and a woman runs down the street crying
and the School For The Deaf is overflowing
and Al Pacino is making a movie
and the storm is coming
and a Spanish woman sings:
Ai yi yi yi
and the buses are all empty
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0ACK MICHELINE

A Walk in the Sun

Found Poem

DRUGS SUCKS
-back oft-shirt, Lexington Av .
May 5, 1997

jargon
cops are
happy with
jargon,
criminals
are angry
in jargon
Fuck you
say criminals
it's a 302
cops say

Take a walk
on the other side of town
take a walk in the sun
on every corner
in every doorway
a dog
a man
a stray cat
a child in her mother's arms
on the streets
of a big city
where cars race
horns blare in the roar of traffic
in the center
the race of feet
the commerce of the city
on the corner of a city
on the edge of a town
a man waits
a woman
a child
head down
some dazed with alcohol
some beaten by cheap wine
some crazed on crack
some crippled by war
some scarred by malpractice
some hurt by keen competition
some swallowed up by starch
mostly invisible
swept under rugs
some dancing the last dance
some never gave up
some just out of jail
some lining up at St. Francis
some horn in a hock shop
some too lazy to work
some spoiled
some mad
some crazy for life
take a look out there
on the edge of a town
some sitting on tracks
the lost
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0ANINE POMMY VEGA

from
the damned
the backwash of a nation
take a walk
to the other side of town
look around verywhere
take a walk in the un

Sept. 10, 1988
San Francisco, CA

Tracking the Serpent-Journeys To Four Continents

The brush at the water's edge made a dark respite from the relentless sun. Up
stream, a small waterfall churned the water and charged the air. All the angles in me
relaxed. I washed. dressed. and sat on a rock in the swirling water. A fly walked into
the sunlit spray. I thought how lucky we were to come leaping and jumping down
from the heights to this gurgling stream. Vitality born of action accepted everything
in its path-violence, tenderness, sun, shadow-and kept going.
For my companions, Pachamama, the earth mother Goddess. was the one to
thank for everything. The way they offered the first food to the fire, or the first sip of
water to the earth, or threw a party for their fields, or saluted the presiding spirits in
a new place. It sprang from a love and reverence I felt as well. From vastly different
cultures we both sang to her; the words might be different, but the song was the
same.
Over our dinner of fresh fish and boiled potatoes, the old man voiced his concern
for a man from his village, who had gone up alone to the pass the day before. He had
not met him coming down and hoped he had made it safely through the tunnel before
the landslide. I thought of the blood I'd envisioned dotting the snow, and the feeling
I'd had that someone had died, and said nothing.
As night fell, dozens of fireflies did a weaving dance around us in the dark and
mixed with the sparks from the fire. The portable altar in my tent consisted of a
candle affixed to a flat rock, surrounded by all the flowers I had gathered that day. I
loved being ln the enclosed space. The little acts of sewing, working on my notes, or
arranging my gear for the next day took on a quiet, calm importance.
The old man had squeezed into the tent with my three companions; I could hear
their laughter as he accommodated himself in the crowded space. I lit the bundle of
sage and sweet grass and offered the smoke to the four directions, above and below.
A wind started up, then the crackle of rain as it hit the tent. Where would I go if the
fox stole my voice? I wanted only to offer my thanks to the places I was passing
through. That was all I wanted to say.
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LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI

Allen Ginsberg Dying
4/4-9/97

the voice says
'Allen Ginsberg calling'
How many times have they heard it

Allen Ginsberg is dying
over the long great years
It's in all the papers
He doesn't have to say Ginsberg
It's on the evening news
All around the world
A great poet is dying

But his voice

in the world of poets
there is only one Allen

won't die
'I wanted to tell you' he says
His voice is on the land
He tells them what's happening
In Lower Manhattan
what's coming down
in his own bed
on him
he is dying
Death the dark lover
There is nothing
going down on him
to do about it
His voice goes by satellite
He is dying the death that everyone dies
over the land
He is dying the death of the poet
over the Sea of Japan
He has a telephone in his hand
where he once stood naked
and he calls everyone
trident in hand
from his bed in Lower Manhattan
like a young Neptune
All around the world
a young man with black beard
late at night
standing on a stone beach
the telephone is ringing
It is high tide and the seabirds cry

This is Allen'
The waves break over him now
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and the seabirds cry
on the San Francisco waterfront
There is a high wind
There are great whitecaps
lashing the Embarcadero
Allen is on the telephone
His voice is on the waves
I am reading Greek poetry
The sea is in it
Horses weep in it
The horses of Achilles
weep in it
here by the sea
in San Francisco
where the waves weep
They make a sibilant sound
a sibylline sound
i\.llen

they whisper
Allen

Nan Watkins
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chicken and boy (Nepalese viUage)
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KENNETH

H.

BROWN

The Jockey

Candy Candelito walked out of the Puerto Rican rain forest when he was twelve
years old and went in search of his father. Candy had grown up in a tin shack with a
dirt floor, the only male in a household made complete by his mother and three
sisters. As the youngest, he had been spoiled as much as it is possible to spoil a child
in abject poverty, but when the time came for him to go, only mild obj ctions were
rais d. Young boys rarely hung around long enough to sink into the squ lid
surroundings that snuffed out hope as easily as a cloud drifts in front of the sun.
Candy found his old man at El Commandante, the island' ra tra k, wh re
Candelito Senior was a sometimes trainer, assistant trainer, and groom,
backstretch bum of the worst sort. He noticed at once that his son was tiny and very
thin, no doubt the result of a deficient diet, and he taught him how to horseback. The
rest is history.
1\venty-five years later, Candy wheeled his Mercedes into the setting sun on
Plainfield Avenue in Elmont, Long Island, skirting the training track at Belmont Park,
on his way to a dinner engagement. He had ridden three winners that afternoon, not
in the least unusual for him, and people waved and smiled at him from the curb and
the windows of other cars. He returned their salutations with the easy charm that
comes with success, and he was once again surprised by the fascination that clung
to a dark corner of his mind. He could barely read and write. He spoke broken
English and didn't do much better with his native Spanish. He couldn't draw a
picture, add a column of numbers correctly, or understand half of what was written
and said about him, but he could ride thoroughbreds. Some said he was the greatest
jockey who ever lived. Others qualified the statement with reference to the
accusations of race fixing that always accompanied his name. Every bone in his body
had been broken, some more than once, and the feats of courage and daring that had
made him great were a matter of record. He was loved and hated by the racing public
with the same kind of passion that raged in his conniving soul. "When you come from
nothing, first you take care of number one," he thought to himself, "but they will
never understand that." And on that day in May, 1978, he was the leading jockey in
the world. He had won more money and more races than any other rider on the face
of the earth that year. "And I could have done better," he chuckled, and then he
pounded the wheel in frustration at the dismay that followed his elation. Cliches
flooded his consciousness. "One hand washes the other," he said. "You've got to do
what you've got to do." Some obscure morality that he could never quite grasp
refused to leave him entirely no matter how many horses he pulled, and he had
pulled hundreds, maybe thousands, in his career.
It had begun more than fifteen years before when he and Tito Malvesta, the
powerful rider from Panama and Candy's best friend, had decided to organize the
jockey colony in New York into an illegal money machine. They had managed to bring
twelve of the fifteen regulars into their camp which was enough to insure the
outcome of five out of nine daily races on an average, and variations on the theme
sometimes provided unexpected surprises. For example, if there were twelve horses
running in the ninth race which featured triple wagering, and nine of the jockeys
were in Candy's corner, it guaranteed that the remaining three would finish first,
second, and third. As these riders were invariably on longshots, the triple payoffs
96were often astronomical, as much as five or six thousand to one. The wives,

girlfriends, and cohorts of the "in crowd" ran wild for more than a year, collect~g and
salting away millions of dollars, and then an ex-jockey named Sam Bartolo got m on
the action and brought his mafia connections with him. Things changed in a hurry.
With Mulberry Street money pouring into the machines. prices on winners plunged
dramatically, and then Sam got caught along with a few of the minor jockeys and
locked up for five years. All of them kept their mouths shut so Candy and Tito were
safe, but moves had to be made more selectively now. There were cops everywhere.
and then there was a new wrinkle commonly known as 'the juice." Candy was just
beginning to get a handle on it.
.
Ballino's is a no-nonsense Italian restaurant with excellent food on a tr e hned
side street about five miles from the track. It's the only store front in an otherwise
residential sanctuary of lawns, driveways, and picket fences, and there is no sign to
distinguish the place. Candy drove the Mercedes into the parking lot in back and
locked it up. Every horseplayer worth the price of his Racing Form knew the car, a
maroon coupe with the New York plate that read "C C Rider," and care always had to
be taken to protect it from the wrath of a disgruntled loser. Candy entere~ through a
back door and passed through the kitchen adjusting his sport shirt of white lace and
his custom tailored suit of royal blue velour. He shook hands with Puerto Rican
dishwashers and Sicilian cooks who deferred to the legend in their midst, and then
he stepped into the dining room, a high ceilinged, brightly lit box where photos of
horses winning races lined the walls and a sea of white tablecloths stretched b~fore
him. Among the oddities of the establishment were that tables were not set until
occupied, and there was no menu. Customers ordered what they wanted. If it was
Italian, it was available. As it was not yet seven o'clock, only a few people dotted the
landscape of starched linen.
,
Tony Ballino, a squat Sicilian of perhaps sixty-five, put an arm around Candy s
shoulder. "Eh amigo," he said. "Long time no see."
,,
"I don't get around like I used to," Candy apologized. "What can I say?
"Don't worry about it," Tony replied. "I read the papers. ~enny's here all r:ady.
He's waiting at your table." The restauranteur and his star chent walk~d arm in arm
to a far corner, the eyes of the sparse collection of mere mortals followrng them as
they went.
"Did he order yet?" Candy asked.
,
"No. He's just got a bottle of Soave."
"All right. Bring us a cold ante pasto, no cheese and no olives. Then we 11 have
broiled fish, whatever's fresh, and some plain broccoli."
. .
,,
"Eh,'' Tony laughed. "You think I don't know how jockeys eat by this time.
As Tony turned and walked away, Candy slid in opposite Denny F~ood.' the well
known English rider who had been plying his trade on the New York circuit for better
than two years. Denny looked haggard and worried. He was known as a natty
dresser, but his expensive suit was not freshly pres:ed, and ;iis tie was som:what
askew. Candy straightened it. "My friend," he said. You don t l~ok t~o good..
.
"I wonder why," Denny replied with a note of sarcasm, turning his glass m his
hand.
. ,
"Th
d
"Hey Denny," Candy said, smiling and holding his companions arm.
e can Y
· h re We'll work it out." The ante pasto was placed in front of them, and they
man is e .
d
k
th .
·ght 10 se to
nibbled, diminutive men accustomed to eating like bir s to eep eir wei
c
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one hundred and ten pounds.
"What do they want?" Denny asked.
. "Misacci sent word that goes something like this. He figures you made a score of
e1~hty thousand with Native Coin. He wants it all as a gesture of faith that you're not
go~? ~o blow the :;histle on us and run back to England to escape prosecution."
Sick bastard, Denny muttered. "Let me tell you exactly what happened."
Candy shook his head. "It doesn't matter what I think."
"I know, ~ ~ow," Denny agreed, "but I want you to understand it. Jimmy Bloom
had
t •dbeen
h tra1nmg this two-year-old ' and he had him ready to wtn· . H approac h e d me
on ~ t e horse, and we bet him heavy. He g Hoped in by ten lengths and paid fortyone sixty. We made money. So what's the big deal?"
:The big deal is that you didn't let anybody know."
. 'Candy, for Christ sake," Denny argued, "if I told Misacci the colt was going to
win, they would have dropped a bundle on him, and he would have paid nothing. You
never should have let those fucking mafioso in on the game."
choi~~dy laughed. "Unfortunately I like breathing. They didn't leave me much of a
. "Well, I'm keeping the money, and I am going back to England. I can't take this
shit anymore. And you can tell Misacci that he doesn't have to wony about me. I'll
keep my mouth shut because I like breathing too. And besides, I like being a jock
How m':"y mounts do you think I could get at home if it came out that I was ·hold:g·
horses 1n New York?"
Candy !oo~ed confused. He bit his lip. "You can't do it, Denny. They won't Jet you
get away WI~ it. That's why I'm here. I'm trying to save your life. You've made plenty
ofhm~n ey. Give them the eighty grand, and then maybe they'll let you off the hook.
T ey 11 agree to let you go home."
"I see it differently," Denny said. "I don't think they're ever going to let me off the
~ok. By not paying them, I'm calling their bluff. If they leave me alone it's like going
'
ro,;1gh ,a hole that's too small and coming out on the other side."
You re 0 17t of your mind," Candy whispered. "If I could, I'd pay the money for
you, ~ut. they d never let me. They want it from you personally as a kind of insur
ance. Filet of sole and the vegetable arrived, and, in spite of the tension that had
gdrown between them, they ate methodically, skilled athletes trained to function uner pressure.
..
"The kind of insurance, that guarantees their control of my life," Denny said.
Surely you c~ see what Im trying to do. I want to break away clean."
d Cand~ seIZed the back of Denny's neck with one of his incredibly strong hands
an~eld it as though in a vice. He spoke slowly with gravity and conviction "Are we
ta
g th~ same langu~ge?" he asked. ''I'm telling you that you can't get a~ay, clean
:e~·~erwise. If you don t do what you're told, they're going to kill you. Please listen to
De~y dis~n~~ged Candy's hand With his own and held it fast. He smiled. "Hey
sweets, he said, thanks for what you're trying to do but the gam •
.t:
won't play
I' b
,
e 1s over 1or me. 1
~ymore. ve een putting my ass on the line six or eight races a da for
more th~ fifteen years. ;o~ shoul~ understand better than anyone when Isa ythat
as far as I m con~erned I m Just domg it one more time here. If I get through {get
98 through. If I don t, well then, fuck it." Candy rose and threw a hundred doll~ bill on

the table. He pulled Denny to his feet and embraced him. "I love you, you fucking
maniac," he said, and then he spun himself around and hurried out the back door to
the parking lot. A sparkling blue Lincoln Continental stood next to his Mercedes, and
as he approached, the passenger window slid evenly down. Candy looked in and
shook his head negatively. He never said a word. The window went up, and the car
glided away. About ten minutes later, Candy pulled off the Northern State Parkway
and stopped on a quiet sidestreet. He could no longer control himself. Tears streamed
down his cheeks, and he wailed like a colicky infant. He had seen hundreds of riders
come and go. Some were just not good enough; others didn't have the love and dedi
cation to starve themselves for the right to the thrill of reaping the whirlwind thirty or
forty times a week. He had seen the little men and women bashed and broken repeat
edly, even killed by the regal beasts, but Denny Flood was the first jockey he had ever
known who was actually going to be murdered because he could no longer tolerate
the corruption that ruled their lives. It was inevitable, he thought to himself. Eventu
ally, it had to come to this. And then he turned his car around and headed back
toward Belmont. His original destination had been home to his wife and teenaged
children, Juan and Donna, but he'd changed his mind. It was Melissa he needed to
see, sweet, young, Irish Melissa, the apprentice woman jockey who said that she
loved him, would take nothing from him, and made no demands upon him.
Melissa Clancy's apartment was the top floor of a small private house just off
Dutch Broadway about fifteen minutes from the track. She was a gutsy nineteen
year-old from a tough neighborhood in Chicago who had exercised horses at Arling
ton Park and decided to come to New York to give the big time a try. She was
getting a few mounts and winning a race now and then, but she wasn't setting the
world on fire. Not many people did in the rarefied atmosphere where excellence was
commonplace. Candy awoke in her arms when the alarm went off at four o'clock in
the morning. She reached a stark white, freckled arm over his brown shoulder, stilled
the buzzer, and turned on a desk lamp. "Hey Cee," she said. "Come on. Those horses
aren't going to work out by themselves."
Candy opened his eyes. "Fuck them," he chuckled, and he pulled her sandy
brown hair until she was under the covers with him. He had awakened with an erec
tion, and with quick, deft maneuvering, he had placed himself on top of her, spread
her legs, seized the cheeks of her muscular, shapely ass in his hands, and entered
her with one forceful push.
"Holy shit!" she giggled as she found his rhythm, and they came to full consciousness grinding away and moaning and groaning. Her orgasms, as usual, came one
upon the other and were announced by the rising and falling of her voice. "Yes, yes,
Oh yes, yes," she repeated until Candy was ready to ejaculate, and then she held him
firmly and expelled all the air from her lungs with a long, rasping growl that caused
her whole being to vibrate. When it was over, they kissed endearingly before running
to the shower together. Candy's swarthy, muscular frame was covered with scars and
misshapen bone and sinew. Melissa's pink and white skin looked like that of a new
born child next to his. After their ablutions, teeth brushings, and his shave, they
donned the uniforms of their trade; jeans, boots, polo shirts, and nylon jackets, and
they hurried to the Mercedes. Candy's whip and helmet were in his car. Melissa had
to get hers from her old TR 6, and then they drove off toward the track together. On
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the way they stopped for coffee and donuts to go at an all night donut shop. About the time
that she got back in the car with the brown bag containing their breakfast, there was a break
in the music on the radio for the morning news. It hit them both with equal weight, and they
were struck dumb until the report was over.
Dawn broke suddenly in a clear sky. The morning was brisk and still. Birds chirped
ecstatically, but there was no wind to cany the sound. The disembodied voice came out of the
dashboard and provided a sketchy, unemotional account of the top story of the new day. 'The
body of the internationally famous jockey, Denny Flood, was found slumped over the wh 1of
his car several blocks from his house in East Meadow, Long Island a little aft r midnight last
night. Police reports indicate that he might have had too much to drink and pulled over to the
curb to rest. When discovered, the motor of his car was running, the windows were closed,
and the passenger area was thick with carbon monoxide. It seems that a set of unusual
accidental circumstances cost Mister Flood his life. A hole in an exhaust pipe allowed fumes
to enter the vehicle as he slept and eventually suffocated him. Naturally, the special investiga
tors of the New York Racing Association will join the East Meadow police in a thorough inves
tigation of the matter, and both organizations assure us that no stone will be left unturned. To
quote Vincent Gidron, the head of racetrack security, The facts as I have been able to gather
them so far leave room to suspect foul play. When a figure of Denny's stature dies, it is never
possible to consider the matter closed until every avenue has been thoroughly examined.'
Moving on to other sports news... "
Candy turned off the radio, and they rode in silence until Melissa screamed at the top of
her voice. 'They killed him. The dirty cocksuckers killed him because he made a score and
didn't let them in on it."
Candy's brain was swimming in rage and despair. His heart felt as though it was going to
leap out of his chest, but he managed to maintain a cool, confident exterior. "Mel," he said
softly, "I want you to listen to me real good. I want you to calm down and keep your mouth
shut. The backside is going to be crawling with cops this morning. You don't know anything,
so you've got nothing to say."
"Nothing to say, my ass," she spat back at him. "He was a friend of yours, and you know
everything that goes on around here. Where were you last night before you came to my
place?"
"I was in Ballino's with Denny. I tried to convince him to give the Native Coin money to
Misacci. I told him what would happen. He said he was calling their bluff. There was nothing I
could do. I med, Mel. Please believe me, I tried."
She caught the desperation in his voice and hooked an arm through his as he drove.
"Okay, okay, you tried," she said. "What do we do now?"
'We don't do anything, and we don't say anything."
The guard at the Hempstead Avenue gate told Candy that he was wanted at the security
office, and after he'd dropped Melissa at one of the barns where she galloped horses, he
walked in on a meeting of several men in Vincent Gidron's office. Talking stopped, and all eyes
were on him. "Good morning, Vinny," he said. "I just got the news about Denny on the radio
of my car. You know what good friends we were. I'm afraid this is hitting me pretty hard." He
took a seat in one of the empty chairs at a conference table where the others were
gathered.
Gidron was a slim, neat character with white hair approaching sixty. He had
been a chief inspector in the New York City police department. "We won't keep you
Candy. There are just one or two matters to be cleared up. These gentlemen are from
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d
had dinner with Denny at
various law enforcement agencies. We understan you
Ballino·s about six-thirty last night."
"That's right," _Candy _said.
ou talked about?" one of the strangers asked.
"Would you rrund telhn~ us what y . " C d explained. "Denny was considering
"I own a lot of property in Puerto ~co. ~ ~e Besides that, we made small
getting involved in the Real Estate business Wl
·
.,
1k b t "ding and the things that friends talk about.
ta .~~rendid you go when you left him?" 1idron :~~- I'm a married man, so I'd
"I spent the night with Melissa Clancy... s you
,
appreciate it if that wasn't spread aroundf.. d hip with Melissa. he said. ''There's no
Gidron smiled. "We know about your nen s
need for us to advertise it...
'Thank you," Candy said.
th h'
"Any other questions?" When there was
Gidron scanned the others withe :~~~~~~r "That will be all for now."
no response, he patted Candy o~ 1
kno~ " Candy said, and he rose and left.
"Anything I can do for you, JUSt et me
.' t ck the famous mile and a half
A heavy mist clung to the surface of the ~am ra ch' year The sun was not yet
f th tri 1 crown races is run ea
·
oval where the last o
e p e ·t ff S eral horses were breezing and galloping, but
high enough in the sky to burn i o . . ~: fence on Affirmed, he was immediately the
when Candy came through the gap inh d 11
dy won the Derby and the Preakness,
•
Th b ·g chestnut a a rea
.
center of attention.
e i
b fi re the Belmont Stakes. His regular nder,
and this was to be his last workout e o B
ra had assigned the task to Candy.
Steve Cauthen, was out of town, and Lazl arre n his whip nimbly between his fin
The J. ockey adjusted his helmet and gogg e~, sphu lders beneath him. He took a loose
. kn
· to the massive s ou
gers, and pressed h is . ees in .
nt around to the clubhouse turn along ~e
hold on the reins .and directed hi_s m~u Wh he turned the horse around, Affirmed
outside rail going in the wr?ng drrectionth. g e~Yes Little Red," Candy said. tightening
if listenmg for somek ~y . are 'going to run a little for me this
P ricked his ears as
1
d
·
· t the colt's nee • ou
his hold and leaning m o
. l
t·1 we get to the seven-eighths po e, an
morning. You are going to go along ~1ce:u
the best there is."
then you are going to sho~ them w y y tum as his feet flew effortlessly over the
Affirmed seemed to pick up momen d , h lmet and he smiled as he continued
• d w h"ist1 e d . through Can1 Y s We're
e
'
ground. The wm
getting
close to paradiso. oyea,
his monologue. "We're gettmg :lose. ~y ;~e~nce and waved the whip behind
Little Red. Oyea, and fly away. He ch~ei hth's ole, and suddenly rider an~ hors.e
Affirmed's ear as t~ey passed the se;::ung the niusion that they were a missile bemg
became one, the mist on the trac~ . Jandy was in absolute control, but he could
propelled at great speed ~rou~h e : ·were filled with tears.
not see where he was g01ng. His gogg

u:;:
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by Thomas Rain Crowe
TRC: It's hard to believe that it's been six years since we last talked here in Charleston, but it

has, and so I'd like to pick up our conversation where we left off back in 1990-with you
talking a little about the profound influence that writers have had on your work in recent
years. Specifically and appropriately for your Spoleto/ American premiere of "Les Enfants
Terribles" last evening, I'd like to ask you about how you came to be interested in the work of
Cocteau, who was, especially at a younger age, a major influence as well upon my work.
PG: I probably saw the movies that I have worked with in this trilogy ("Orphee," "La Belle et

La Bete," "Les Enfants Terribles") when they were new. Which would probably be around
1952 or '53. And if not new, very close to being new. That would have made me fifteen or

sixteen years old, living in Chicago.
I remember there was a little theatre-the Hyde Park Theatre-that used to play movies
with subtitles. In those days there were very few movie theatres that did that. In fact, at that
time, that was probably the only theatre in Chicago that you could see movies with subtitles.
And I saw these three movies at that time-and they made a big impression on me. Not long
after I had seen the Cocteau films, I went to Paris for one summer as a young man. This gave
me the opportunity to see for myself the kind of world that Cocteau lived in. In fact, he was
still alive and living _there at the time. And, of course, at that time I didn't have a clue that
one day I would be working with his cinematic material. I was a seventeen-year-old kid. I
wouldn't have even been vaguely thinking in these terms, including whether or not I might be
able to meet Cocteau. However, looking back now. I wish I had been more conscious and
inquisitive about the work of Cocteau and Cocteau the man.
I went back to live in Paris in the 60's-and he was still alive-and I didn't meet him then
either. So I had two chances to meet him, I suppose, but it was really just a matter of us
being in the same place at the same time. Nothing more.
It wasn't really until the late 1980's or early 90's, about the time that we met when I was
here for "Hydrogen Jukebox," that I got the idea and was working on the beginning stages of
the first piece of the trilogy, '"Orpheus." I had the idea to begin a series of pieces, operas, that
were based on film. My thinking was, that opera has always been based on the literature of
its time-poems, plays, novels ...and oddly enough it was right around the 100th anniversary
of the beginnings of film, which by 1990 had become almost another kind of literature. Up to
this point, I couldn't think of anyone who had taken a film and turned it into an opera-or
worked in a reverse process. There had been people who had made films out of operas, but
none that had made an opera out of film.
I remember thinking that this fact was very odd. Why no one had used the most influential art form of the twentieth century as a basis for work in other mediums. And so once I
had fixed on this idea, the movement toward the work of Cocteau became a natural thing for
me. Cocteau was a writer, a poet, a playwright, a painter, and a film maker. He was an artist
who approached ftlm as an art form. I think in his day people criticized Cocteau. They felt
because he did too many things that he was, therefore, a kind of dilettante. I don't, of course,
look at it that way at all. My perception was at the time, and still is, that Cocteau was doing
photo ofPhilip Glass
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one thing, really, just doing it in several different ways. I think his subject matter has always
been, put simply, the process by which we transform the ordinary world into a world of
magic and transcendence. That is the subject matter of Cocteau! And everything that he does
is about that. He single-mindedly was working in this way. And besides that, I think that
because of the focus of his work and the different ways which he approached it, one almost
has to come to the conclusion that he was one of the most profound artists, thinkers, phi
losophers of the twentieth century.
I think of him, and especially in some of his lighter works, as sort of hiding himself be
hind his work. For example, in "La Belle et la Bete," he would say, "this is just a fairy tale, for
children." He was constantly hiding behind his work, inconspicuously. But if you look more
carefully, you begin to see how his philosophical or spiritual ideas are expressed in the work.
"La Belle," "Orphee," "Les Enfants," are primacy works which exhibit this posture. And these
are the three Cocteau pieces that I remembered from childhood, and knew the best-which is
why, I'm sure, that I chose them as the three parts of the Cocteau trilogy, and wanted to do
them as opera.
In each of these three Cocteau pieces, the question of creativity is predominant. In each
of the three films he asks "the question." And not only does he ask the question, he has the
good manners to give you an answer. Answers to the question of creativity. I know many
more people who also ask questions, but don't know the answers. Cocteau had an answer.
For example, the question in "Orpheus" was. "How does the Poet become immortal?" The
answer is right there in the film where Heurtebise is talking to the princess-and they're
about to send Orpheus back in time to be with his wife (Eurydice) and Orpheus says, "This is
the one thing that we can't do. We can't go back in time. Think about what it is you're doing.
Think about the penalty of such a thing!"
Interestingly enough, I was working around this same time, the time that I was contem
plating the Orpheus piece, on a piece with Stephen Hawking called "A Brief History of Time."
One of the basic premises of Hawking's theories of quantum mechanics, and of the film made
about his life and ideas, is: that the arrow of time only points in one direction. Which is just
what Orpheus is saying about this idea of his being sent back in time!
· However, Heurtebise's response to Orpheus's objection to being sent back in time was,
"In order for a Poet to become immortal, a sacrifice has to be made." In this case, the sacri
fice is the character of Death giving up her love for Cocteau, or Orpheus in this case-which,
in reality, are both one and the same. So, she gives up her love, and by surrendering her
love, Orpheus becomes immortal-which is something of a paraphrase of the Shakespearean
sonnet, "Death once dead, there's no more dying now." However, what does Death do to
Orphee in that moment in the film? She kills him. What's behind this action is the idea that
the way you bring a dead man back to life is by killing him! Death once dead there's no more
dying now...
With "La Belle" ... very interesting! Here the question is: What are the qualities that are
required for transformation to take place? This is a very interesting question! If you are a
young artist or composer and you're searching for a wise old person with the questions about
what is required for a work of art to be made, Cocteau has the answer to these kinds of
questions in the scene when La Belle is about to go back to her father, to leave the Beast...
And there's this great scene in the garden by the spring where the Beast says, "All my power
comes from magic; and the magic comes from five elements: the horse, the rose, the key, the
glove, and the mirror."
Here, the horse represents strength and determination. The key represents technique.
The mirror represents the pathway-the path from here to there. The rose is the goal. In
other words, if you wanted to go from Charleston to Asheville, you would have to know the
road, know where you're going, have a way of getting there, plus, have the strength and
determination to get you there. And, of course, the natural ability. Then, there's the glove ...
And I puzzled over this one for a long time, trying to come to terms with its symbolic context
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in this film. Then it fmally struck me-the glove represents nobility. Cocteau is saying two
things here. One, that the artist is a kind of nobility; but he's also saying that the pride of the
artist is also essential. And by pride, I don't mean arrogance, I mean the private space we
come from.
So, these are all the qualities that one needs, according to Cocteau, in order to be
creative. But even with all of these magical properties, the Beast is still the Beast. He doesn't
become transformed into the prince until La Belle gives him the "look of love." The "glance of
love." So, there is actually a sixth thing that is required. And the sixth element essential for
transformation is "the look of love." And Cocteau is not talking about ordinaiy love, here.
Rather, he is referring to a love that is not possessive. It's the love of generosity. And so the
Beast tells her that she is free to go back to her father. You see, it is only when La Bet.e treats
her with the love of generosity that La Belle returns the love. And the foundation for the
Beast's transformation is set.
This is all very interesting, and as well, informative! Information essential for any young
artist. Cocteau's spelling it out in this story-he says you need strength, you need
determination, you need pride, you need technique... But even more important than these,
you need love. And how I translate this is, that Cocteau is saying that the ultimate love of the
artist is the gift of the work itself. When we present the work to the public. In this sense the
act of communication itself is an act of love; it's an act of connectedness. And so love in its
most pure form is about relationship. In an artist's relationship with his or her audience this
all comes into play. And I think that Cocteau was a very public artist.
TRC: And what is the question in "Les Enfants Terribles?"

PG: By the time we get to "Les Enfants," both the question and the answer have become

strangely twisted in a way. The focus becomes more the site of creativity, rather than the
creative act itself. The metaphysics, if you will, of love becomes more concerned with the
matter, the trappings oflove, or creativity. In this story, it's the room that is the site of the
interaction of the main characters. In "Orpheus," it is the car that is "the site of love." The
place where creativity, the creative act, is taking place. And in "La Belle," the site becomes
the chateau.
TRC: This is all very reminiscent of Bachelard. Bachelard's Poetics of Space. Is there any

indication that you know of, that Cocteau may have gotten this idea of "space," of "poetic
space" from Bachelard?
PG: I'm not sure, to tell you the truth. I don't know where Cocteau's idea may have origi

nated. And I'm not familiar with this work, but I like the idea of "poetic space."
In terms of fmding a metaphor for this site-related aspect of creativity, I refer to it as "the
site of the intuitive." You could see, for instance, that the voyage of the father in "La Belle et
La Bete" to the chateau, ultimately, is the journey of the artist into his own unconscious.
But, in "Les Enfants Terribles," the site of creativity is the room. So, in this story, the
question becomes: When and how can the site of creativity become liberating? And in which
way can it become a prison?
You see the appeal of Cocteau? I've never encountered anyone other than Cocteau who
talks about the work this way. This idea of the ~st's love affair with the work.
.
In "Les Enfants," the "love" of relationship and the "love" of creativity is clearly a narcis
sistic love. Here, it's not the love that is extended outward, but rather the love that turns
inward. And as I say, the transformation occurring in this novel is a narcissistic transforma
tion-which ultimately ends in the self-destruction of both of the two central characters. And
here Cocteau is, again, giving us guidelines about the path of the artist, and at the same time
about relationships. In this case it's more about what an artist shouldn't do than what he
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should be doing. How self-indulgence or preoccupation can subvert the true creative process.
How narcissism can undermine true love ... Here. this kind of preoccupation, instead of lead
ing to transformation, leads to death.
So, of the three, "Orphee" is about transformation; "La Belle et La Bete" is a romantic
opera, although dealing with the issue of transformation; and "Les Enfants" is a tragedy. It's
a kind of cautionary tale in a way. It really picks up from "La Belle" in a way. If "La Belle" is
about love as the crucial ingredient that will transform this strange world we live in, then
"Les Enfants'' is about what is missing in terms of the power of transformation. "Les Enfants"
is a kind of towering tragedy-reminiscent of Greek tragedy. The kind of thing wher you're
sitting there in your seat and watching this thing go on onstage and you want to jump up out
of your seat and yell "no. no...stop, stop!" But you can't stop it. It has to play out this way.
The very seeds of the destruction were in the relationship itself, you see. When Cocteau says
at the very beginning, "They were like two persons in one body," which is a very beautiful
image on the one hand, he is already setting up the limitations of the relationship which
won't allow for any kind of relationship to really develop or grow. All this duplicitous behavior
is about a kind of unconsciousness that exists between the two characters. Largely due to
their self-indulged attitudes about themselves. They wouldn't know Love if it hit them over
the head, so to speak. Which is exactly what happens-with regard to their ignorance of even
their own love for the other, much less the love of the other for them. Hence, the tragedy. And
the final, tragic outcome.

Harleigh Davidaughter '94

one summer evening
we met
in a train

for Austria
you were wearing
metal flowers
in your hair
and giggling
all the way
our German conductor
tenified you
with his language
but once the train got started
we talked
on and on
not knowing
the darkened fields
running away
so fast
outside the window
confined in our compartment
you sipped water
and i whiskey
looking into each other
like two domesticated dogs
suddenly
you stood up
and
i followed
we were leaning
on the deck window
standing
side by side
seeing the black Nazi sky
floating away
you said
i don't want to be raped
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i remember
your white legs
huddled together
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so neatly
and your tiny buttocks
kept bumping on
while the train
canied us so swiftly
to our destination
we didn't. know
we had shared
a dream
until we said
good-bye to
each other
so clumsily
as ifwe met
for the first time
on that morning
at Linz Bahnhof
a flower
for
the tight shell
a morning kiss
for the rosy
Austrian skyline

22/08/1994

"Like good-bye then, Willy the Rat-Remember i
was the dreamer with dirty flesh-known end of the line
outside 1920 movie streaked with violence-Film flakes drift
adios-Showed you the air-The Doctor on stage-The pipes are
calling-September left no address-For i have known last air-The days grow
short-isn't time is there left?-Waiting game and we drown naked-short
indication enough-at dawn last film ffakes-written on the door the ick lies

now are ended-Vast Thing Police speak into air-any case silence
to answer-i fold in story-A street boy's courage exploded the
word-last round into air-like good-bye then-story of absent
dreamer-Last September fades streaked with violence-surges of silence ebb
ing, stranded, and we haven't got courage to let go-a great leisure when you
reach September-Days grow short-Vacant dawn whispers: Game, Hamburger
Mary-Five times terminal-Man, like dawn and dream-Silence to say 'ebbing
carbon dioxide'-so? What is word?-Maya-Maya-Illusion-Rub out the word
and the image track goes with it-Image is trapped in word--Do you need
words?-Anything can represent words and letters and association blocks-Go on try it and
see what happens-science pure science-And what is love?-Who do you love?-If i had a
talking picture of you would i need you?-Why not take over both halves of a body so you don't
need any mooching "Other Half"-Why not rewrite the message on the "soft typewriter?"-Why
not take the board books and rewrite all message-Why not take over the human body right
down the middle line?-Why I'm here-To play some poker-Why not flash the Marks soft
typewriter? Why not call?-When you call write all message-Why not take over ticket? You
want out?-Con cop-It's an old vaudeville act-"Words on the page travel at the speed of
light...186,000 miles per second..Your spoken words travel at 1,400 feet per second..would take
quite awhile to catch up and illuminate the page Do you see life declined in the mirror? My sad
ugliness the sheer answer muttering. "I was dead. I took your identity Only the ugliness re
mains. Because ugliness is repitition to maintain precarious occupation. Now I can speak and
say: 'Do not accept another image identity on any terms in any form or you will be as I am now.
as to what life can be worth when the honor is gone par example I can offer an opinion. I know
all about it. It is worth nothing nothing nothing. The offer of another image identity is always
on virus terms. No good no bueno outright or partially. the first step is to isolate and cut asso
ciation lines of the control machine carry a tape recorder with you and record all the ugliest
stupidest things cut your ugly tapes in together speed up slow down play backwards inch the tape you will
hear one ugly voice and see one ugly spirit is made of ugly old prerecordings the more you run the tapes through and
cut them up the less power they will have cut the prerecordings into thin air. do you get the picture... "

The Not There Kid was not there.
Empty turnstile marks the spot

this issue is dedicated to the memory of William S. Burroughs
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Hakim Bey is with the Moorish Observatory. John Brandi's honors include the Portland State
Poetry Prize, an NEA fellowship in poetry and a Witter Bynner Translation Grant. Recent books
include Weeding the Cosmos: Selected Haiku (La Alameda Press) and A Question of Journey
(Light and Dust). "Hiking La Luz Trail" is in memory of Robert Winson who was a Zen priest,
poet, rock ·n roller & publisher in Santa Fe. Kenneth H. Brown was born in 1936 in Brooklyn,
New York. His published works include plays: The Brig (1963). The Happy Bar (1966), Devices
(1965), Blake's Design (1968)-named "Best Short Play of 1969;" The Green Room (1971), The
Cretan Bull (1972), and Nightlight (1973); the novel The Narrows (1970); and For Julian and
Judith (1966), a book of poetry. Honors and awards includ : CAPS Grant, Wrttin for th
Theatre, 1974; and Wrtting for the Theatre Grant, National Endowment for th Arts, 1972. H
presently lives in New York City. Ronnie Burk is a member of th controver ial AIDS activist
organization ACT UP SF. He was arrested recently for dumping a bag of cat shit on th head of
an AIDS bureaucrat. When asked by the police why he attacked the executive director of the SF
AIDS Foundation he told them, "the millennia is ending and I intend to have some fun." His
poetry has appeared in Caliban, Exquisite Corpse, and Verbal Abuse, and he was a recipient of
a thousand dollar grant from Pen West for writers w / HIV/AIDS. David Chorlton was born in
Austria, ~rew up in England, and has lived in Phoenix, Arizona since 1978. His book Outposts
was published by Taxus Press in Great Britain. Adam Cline is a punk rock hobo earning his
masters at WSU. He doesn't even know how money he truly is. Ira Cohen wears the gold hat
when it pleases him. His most recent photos from S. Ethiopia are tendered in memory of Jack
Smith who said, "Sadism always begins with flattery." Besides being a poet, Ira has appeared in
films such as Reefers of Technicolor Island by Jack Smith and taken photos for such album
covers as John McLaughlin's Devotion and Spirit's The Twelve Dreams of Dr. Sardonicu.s. He ·
also did the album photos for Pharoah Sanders' CD Message From Home (Verve 1996). Raphael
Alad.d in Cohen is a collector of starfish, he glitters by night and has a penchant for Hungarian
pastry. As a child he traveled with Sky to the Sudan and Crete where he learned to speak Greek
with a too~pick in his mouth. Cid Corman-Harvesting the sun/and earth and sky - who
needs to I gild a dragonfly? Thomas Rain Crowe is a poet, translator and author of several
books of original work and translation including his Night Sun trilogy published in 1993, and
!71e Laugh~ne Poems (Gwasg Carreg Gwalch, 1997). In Wineseller's Street, the poems of Hafiz,
1s due out m early 1998 by Iranbooks. He is a former editor of such magazines as Beatitude and
Ka~ah Journ~l, as well ~s editor of the all Celtic language anthology in English translation,
Writing ~e Wmd: A Ce!trc Resurgence (The New Celtic Poets). Currently, he is Editor-At-Large
for Asheville Poetry Review. Jay Ruben Dayrit is originally from Kolonia, Pohnpei in the Feder
ated States o~ Micronesia. He is a graduate of Yale University and the Creative Writing Program
at San Francisco State University. This year his work will appear in Hot Lava, The Minnesota
Review, Generasian X, Contemporary Fiction by Filipinos in America (Anvil Press) and His: bril
liant newfiction by gay men (Faber & Faber). Lawrence Ferlinghetti is the legendary founder
of City Lights Books in San Francisco. In addition to being the author of numerous books of
poetry, including Pictures of the Gone World (1955). A Coney Island of the Mind (1958). Land
scapes ofLiving and Dying (1979), and These Are My Rivers (1993), he is the author of several
novels and plays and the ortginal, visionary publisher ofAllen Ginsberg's Howl. Charles Henri
Ford founded and edited View, the landmark avant-garde magazine of the arts. He is author of
Out of the Labyrinth: Selected Poems (City Lights 1991). He is currently working on Automatic
Memories with John Yau and Water From a Bucket: Journal 1949-1958. Philip Glass is an
avant-garde composer extraordinaire. He has worked in collaboration with a number of artists,
including David Bowie and Brtan Eno. Songs ofLiquid Days (1986), The "Low" Symphony ( 1993)
and The "Heroes" Symphony ( 1996) are among his many recordings available on compact disc.
Allan Graubard's most recent theatre work, King Gordogan, an adaptation of the surrealist
classic by Radovan Ivsic, opened at the Ohio Theater, New York, in February 1997. Other stage
productions include There Was Blood, Much Blood, at Manhattan Class Company Theatre, The
est and The Ampulla at Ensemble Studio Theatre. In 1994 For Alrjandra, an evocation of the
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evocation ofthe life and suicide of South American poet Alejandra Pizarnik, and in 1993 Glimpses
FromA Fleeing Window, a book of poems and tales, were published by New York Press. Renee
Gregorio hails from Corrales, New Mexico. Paul Grillo-After seeing Marcel Camus' ..Black
Orpheus" (1959) he decided to become a poet and his association through the 60's and 70's
were with some of the major avant-garde artists of the time (including Gerard Malanga, Charles
Plymell, Ira Cohen, Janine Pammy Vega & Charles Henrt Ford). He has published poems &
collages in countless magazines and is the author of five books, including Manhattan Spiritual
(with Guy Beining, 1976), Vibes of the Saints (1977). and Skin of Doubt (1978). Two all-new
collections-Burnt Sienna and The Owlette Diaries are forthcoming. James Grinwis has had
poetry published in Red Weather and now Nexus. He was born in Lawrence, Mass. and grew up
in Algiers, Washington D.C., Tel Aviv and Brussels. He currently lives in Amherst and attends
the Univ. of Mass. where he is enrolled in the graduate English program. Gabor Gyukics is
Hungarian born and has been living in the U.S. since 1988. He has been published in River
Styx, Rain City Review and Exquisite Corpse, among others. Michael Haeflinger is going to
wait for his friends to hit it big, then sponge off them for the rest of his natural life. Ken
Haponek is currently in his first year of teaching freshman and sophomore English at Stebbins
High School. He is ever so devoted to his succulent wife Mary and as of this publication is
covered with his own shorn hair. "If there's room, mention Dante." leshawn jackson is a
Dayton area poet. Maggie Jaffe's publications include How The West Was One, Continuous
Pe,jormance, 7th Circle and 1492: What Is It Like To Be Discovered?, a collaboration with the
artist Deborah Small. Maggie is the recipient of a 1997 California Arts Council grant. W. B.
Keckler recently won Harrisburg, Pennsylvania's New Playwright's Festival. Mark Knapke
Legerid, prophet, drunk, WSU student. As Minister of Propaganda for the coming storm, Mark
(also known as Agamemnon) uses the assistant editorship of Nexus as his springboard to salva
tion. Tull Kupferberg was, along with Ed Sanders, the mastermind responsible for the legend
ary 60's rock group The Fugs. Their first album (conveniently entitled The Fugs First Album)
contained classic anthems like "Carpe Diem," "I Couldn't Get High," and "Slum Goddess" and
became an instant classic. He is a poet, artist and erotic politician. ·John Lane's essays will
appear this fall in Agni, Asheville Poetry Review and House Organ. He has previously appeared
in Nexus. Nancy Levant may have written the best chapbook of all time (Letters to God From
a Divorcee, New Song Press) but many say she's an even better cook. Carol Loranger teaches
English at Wright St. University. Angus MacLise died in Kathmandu on June 21, 1979. He
was a founding member and drummer for the seminal, avant-garde rock group The Velvet
Underground, and he was known for his unique brand of calligraphy which could best be de
scribed as Atlantean. He starred in underground movies made by Jack Smith & Ira Cohen and
created the soundtrack for Ron Rice's Chumium. Gerard Malanga is the author of Mythologies
of the Heart (poems 1996) from Black Sparrow Press, and two books of photography, Good Girls
(erotica) and Seizing the Moment (portraits) in bilingual editions from Japan. Recent publica
tions include Harvard Review, Grand Street and Artes International, published by the Swedish
Academy, Stockholm. He presently lives in New York City. Taylor Mead has appeared in over
100 films including The Flower Thief, Queen ofSheba and the Atom Man, Midnight Cowboy, The
Secret Life of Hernando Cortez, etc. His publications include The Anonymous Diary of a New
York Youth, which is available only at Little Rickies-lst ave. & 3rd. St., NYC. His interactive
website address is http:/ /www. pseudo. com Jack Micheline is a Beat luminary and poet of
unrelenting heart. He has taken part in countless readings since the 50's and 60's. His publica
tions include The Last Roundup, Poems ofFire and Light (Mid. Spec. Editions, 1992, 1990) and
Letter To Kerouac In Heaven (Zeitgeist Press, 1991).. Sheila Murphy is the author of Pure Mental
Breath (Gesture Press 1994) and A Clove of Gender (Stride Press). She was also included in the
Gertrude Stein Awards in Innovative American Poetry, an anthology edited by Douglas Messerli
from Sun & Moon Press. Valery Oisteanu is a poet, visual artist and writer living in NYC. He's
presently working on a book of poetry entitled Zen Dada: Meditations for the New Millennium
and an art book entitled See the Unseen which will both arrive this spring. He is also an editor
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York Arts magazine. mARK oWEns is currently discovering lost pyramids in the Mexican jungle
with musician, writer and photographer Brian Bagdonas. Simon Perchik's poems have been
published in Partisan Review, The Nation, Poetry and The New Yorker. "I was delighted to hear
from Mr. Perchik, as I always am, and read his poems with my usual pleasure in his feeling and
language, and with great avidity therefore... " -Charles Olson Ilka Scobie lives and writes in
New York City. Gustaf Sobin's new book of poems Towards the Blanched Alphabet will be
published next spring by Talisman House. He resides in Gault, France. John Solt is Assistant
Professor of Asian Languages and Civilizations at Amherst College and has published three
books: The Memories Are More Than I Can Remember (Tokyo, 1980), Underwater Balcony (Ito,
Japan 1988), and Anything You Don't Want You Can Have (Bangkok, 1988). Mr. Salt's po try
has b en translated into Thai, Japanese, Catalan and German. Sparrow is legendary for his
assaul on The New Yorker. among other things. "It's possible that it may work its way into
myth, and as a myth-it could become an annual event." -Machete no. 1 (ed. James Graham)
Tetsuya Taguchi is the editor of Electric Rexroth in Kyoto, Japan. Janine Pommy Vega is a
Beat Generation writer, performer, and musician and the author of twelve books. In reference
to Tracking the Serpent, her latest, Gregory Corso said, "With poetry one line, in prose steady
mind. Vega learned from poetry how to use details, with prose. to keep track of time. I really
respect this book." Paul Violi was born in 1944 in New York. He has taught at various colleges
and universities and has published six books of poems. including Likewise and The Curious
Builder. Ken Wainio has published poetry, prose and travel writing in various lit. mags over the
past 25 years, most recently in Exquisite Corpse, Furious Fictions, and the Asheville Poetry
Review. His published books include Crossroads of the Other (Androgyne Books), Letters From
Al-Kemi (Sombre Reptiles Press), and Starfuck, a cyber-novel issued on disc (New Native Press).
Anthony Wall divides his time between Greece and Ohio. Nan Watkins is a photographer,
composer, translator and poet who lives in Cullowhee, N. Carolina. A.D. Winans has been
publishing in the small presses since 1965. Some of the magazines he has appeared in include:
City Lights Journal, New York Quarterly, Beat Scene, Beatitude, Second Coming and Corifronta
tion. Mary Winters presently lives and writes in New York, NY.

Than.le

You:

Lillie P Howard and John F. Fleischauer for their gratitude and kind support in our time of
need, Ira Cohen, John Solt, Mark Owens, Mike Haeflinger, Joe Ampleforth, Mark Knapke,
Krista Franklin, Foladeh Mondisa Speaks, Jah, Andre Breton, Hugo Ball, Tristan Tzara,
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Henri Matisse, Gerry Petrak, Kerry Sant, Annette Oxindine, Alexis
Larson, Jim Ingram, Gustaf Sobin, Jack Micheline, Henry Limouze, Jim Hughes, Carol
Loranger, Barry Milligan, Jack Kerouac, William S. Burroughs (who said 'New Orleans is a
dead museum...'), Frank O'Hara, Kenneth Koch, Niki Wall, Steve Gross, Tom Ohrman,
Brian Williams, Marc and Nancy Robinson, John and Diana Sawyer, Harpo Marx, Henry
Miller, John Coltrane, Bud Powell, Charlie Chaplin, Marcel Duchamp, Art Pepper, Miles
Davis, Allen Ginsberg, Basho, and all the extras in this movie called life ...
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